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Transmissions are a vital component in many modern mechanisms. Transmissions are used to 
transfer a system’s power and motion through rotating components. They also control how the power in a 
system is applied by setting speed and torque ratios between these components. While there are many 
options for transmissions currently available, the vast majority of these drive systems utilize gears with 
teeth. These drive systems possess several limitations, including the effects of friction between components, 
a relatively high level of noise, and the need for constant lubrication and frequent maintenance. 
The gearless mechanical transmission (GMT), is a patented drive system that was designed to 
match the performance of geared transmissions while eliminating several of their disadvantages. Unlike 
existing systems, the GMT utilizes spheres rolling along designed cam surfaces in place of gear teeth, an 
approach that has the potential to produce transmissions with several benefits over existing systems. 
However, when a prototype was tested, unexpected “clicking” noises within the device led to the suspicion 
of errors in the GMT’s current design. In order to evaluate the current design and identify possible errors, 
the GMT was studied, modelled, and analyzed to develop a thorough understanding of the system’s 
geometry and the motions of its various components.  
We used a comprehensive geometric and kinematic analysis of the GMT to produce a rigorous 
analytical model of the system. Given initial design parameters, this model enables accurate computation 
of the mating geometries and key system attributes over time. Component position, component velocity, 
and the contact points between components were the primary attributes computed and analyzed by the 
developed model. The model can also be used to represent transmissions of desired ratios and sizes by 
altering the design parameters. Therefore, the model enables the theoretical evaluation of any desired GMT 
system, providing a strong foundation for further dynamic analysis of the drive. Information gathered from 
this model and further study could be used to determine the required properties of a functioning GMT 





A transmission is a machine used to alter or control how the power in a system is applied. There 
are multiple types of transmissions, but all serve to modify the speed, torque, or direction of a system’s 
power. Existing power transmission systems include gear drives, belt/chain drives, and others, each 
category possessing their own advantages and disadvantages. Geared drives, for instance, are capable of 
transmitting high loads at large input/output ratios, but possess several limitations such as frictional losses, 
a relatively high level of noise, and the need for frequent maintenance. 
 An alternative drive system, the Gearless Mechanical Transmission (GMT), seeks to match the 
performance and benefits of a geared transmission while mitigating several disadvantages common to most 
gear drives. To accomplish this, the rotating components of this patented GMT utilize a system of designed 
cam surfaces and rolling spheres in place of gear teeth. However, when a prototype drive was constructed 
and tested, “clicking” noises were audible when the device was operated under large toque loads at high 
speeds. These unexpected sounds within the transmission casted doubt on the GMT’s current design. So, 
in order to evaluate the current design and identify possible errors, the GMT was modelled directly from 
initial design parameters. 
To better understand the GMT system and evaluate potential sources of error, researchers in the 
University of Connecticut’s (UConn’s) mechanical engineering department conducted a comprehensive 
geometric and kinematic analysis of the GMT, including computation of the positions and motions of its 
various components and their mating geometry. The primary product of this analysis was an analytical 
model of the device developed directly from given design parameters and the kinematic principles. Apart 
from design parameters, this model was independent of the methodology used to develop the original 
device, providing a purely theoretical point of comparison for the existing design. Overall, the developed 




The GMT analytical model can be also altered through the initial design parameters to represent 
transmissions of desired ratios and sizes. Therefore, in addition to providing a tool for analysis of the GMT 
drive, this model also provides a methodology for designing similar transmission systems. Given input 
parameters in the form of desired speed/torque ratios and key dimensions, the required positioning of the 
system’s components as well as these components’ geometries (such as cam surfaces) can all be computed. 
By changing these initial inputs, these values will be determined for drives of different ratios or sizes, 
effectively resulting in a design methodology for a family of GMT drives. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. EXISTING METHODS OF POWER TRANSMISSION 
Transmissions are mechanical systems used to transmit power and motion from an input source 
such as a motor. How exactly power and motion are transmitted varies; transmissions may use gears, belts 
and chains, or other methods. In addition to simply transmitting power from point to point, a transmission 
may also alter the input power in order to output a desired format. It may change the speed and torque of 
an input rotation, change the motion from rotational to linear, or split a single input into multiple outputs 
(Dicker, Pennock, & Shigley, 2003). The various types of mechanical transmission each have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. This section will compare and contrast three major categories: geared 
transmissions, belt/chain transmissions, and existing gearless drives. 
Geared transmissions, or gearboxes, are made up of multiple gears arranged within a housing. 
These gearboxes take in power from a rotating input shaft and transmit it to one or more output shafts. They 
can be designed to maintain an angular velocity ratio between input and output shafts, change the direction 
of motion, or both. Gears themselves are rotating machine components which utilize teeth to mesh with 




type of gears in the train and the alignment of the input and output shafts determines how power is 
transmitted, classifying the type of transmission (Machinery's Handbook, 2012). 
 
Figure 1: Assorted gear types. (a) Spur gear, (b) helical gear, (c) Double helical gear or herringbone 
gear, (d) Internal gear, (e) Rack and pinion, (f) Straight bevel gear, (g) Spiral bevel gear, (h) Hypoid 
bevel gear (Gopinath & Mayuram, 2009) 
The type of gear utilized in a transmission has a large impact on performance. Spur gears, the most 
basic type of gear, have teeth parallel to their axis of rotation. They are inexpensive to manufacture and 
suitable for a range of applications, but can only mesh properly on parallel shafts and lack the benefits of 
more complex gears. While they perform well at moderate speeds, their noise increases at high speeds 
(Gopinath & Mayuram, 2009). Helical gears have teeth angled relative to their axis, resulting in longer gear 
teeth for the same width as spur gears. Therefore, the tooth surface in contact at any given time, or contact 
ratio, is higher than that of a corresponding spur gear. This increases the gears’ load carrying capacity and 
makes them operate more smoothly and quietly than spur gears. Helical gears can also be mounted on either 




expensive than the simpler spur gears, and they are slightly less efficient (Gopinath & Mayuram, 2009). 
These are just two of the many options for gearing, but they illustrate the balance between advantages and 
disadvantages in all gear types. 
In addition to the type of gear, the arrangement of gears has a major effect on the performance of a 
gearbox. For example, in addition to simple meshing, spur gears can be arranged into an epicyclic (or 
planetary) gear system. This is a gear train in which epicyclic gears (also called planet gears) roll around a 
central gear (or sun gear). Planet and sun gears are connected by a crank arm, keeping the gears in mesh as 
shown in Figure 2 (Dicker, Pennock, & Shigley, 2003). This arrangement of gears has several advantages. 
It allows for compact power transmission with coaxial shafts. In addition, the loading on the drive is shared 
between multiple planet gears, distributing force over more teeth than a single pair of meshed gears. 
Because of these and other traits, planetary gearsets are also well-suited for multi-stage gearboxes, where 
multiple gearsets are linked in series. 
 
Figure 2: Planetary gearset (Dicker, Pennock, & Shigley, 2003) 
Though it is clear that there is a wide variety of geared drives, some advantages and disadvantages 
are common to all geared transmissions to some extent. Geared transmission are non-slip drives, capable 




and can be designed to transmit loads both large and small. Compared to belt or chain drives, they have a 
longer service life, are more compact, and can transmit larger amounts of power. However, they are not 
ideal for transmitting power over large distances, require regular maintenance and lubrication, and produce 
noise and vibration at high speeds (Gopinath & Mayuram, 2009). 
Meanwhile, belt or chain drives are ideal for cases where the input and output shafts have a large 
center distance. To transmit power, belt transmissions use one or more belts running over a series of pulleys. 
Similar to gears, pulleys are rotating machine components that transmit torque, but they are distinguished 
by the absence of gear teeth. There are two major types of belt drive, differentiated by the shape of the 
belt’s cross section. Belts can be either flat belts or V belts, as seen in the cross-sectional view in Figure 3. 
This also effects the shape of the pulley (Tata, 2019). As with different types of gears, each belt type affects 
the performance of the transmission. Flat belts can be used for longer distances, but are more likely to slip. 
They can transmit power at higher speeds, but the amount of power they can transmit is lower. 
 
Figure 3: Cross-section of pulleys with flat belt (left) or V belt (right) (Tata, 2019) 
Overall, both types of belt transmission share several advantages and disadvantages. Belt drives in 




vibration, and sudden changes in power load can be absorbed by the belts, reducing wear on the machinery. 
In addition, the shafts of a belt transmission need not be perfectly parallel. However, belt drives are not 
compact and have limited speed and power transmission. The difference in velocity along the belt can lead 
to stretching, tearing, and slippage. 
Transmissions that utilize chains have similarities to both gear and belt drives. Like gears, they can 
transmit higher torques, and like belts, they can reach between shafts with large center distances. Chain 
drives transmit power through a length of roller chain running over multiple sprocket wheels as shown in 
Figure 4. Sprocket wheels are similar in design to spur gears, but sprocket wheels mesh with chains rather 
than other sprockets.  
 
Figure 4: Sprocket and roller chain assembly (Khurmi & Gupta, 2005) 
Chain transmissions share advantages and disadvantages with gear and belt drives. Like gear 
transmissions, they do not slip and have a high transmission efficiency. However, they require lubrication 
and produce noise and vibration. Like belt drives, they are simple, with low cost of maintenance, but have 
a lower load capacity and service life than geared transmissions. Chain drives can be more compact and 
transmit more power than belt drives, though not to the extent of gear drives. They place less wear on 
machinery than belt drives, but their input and output shafts must be perfectly parallel, unlike belt drives 




In addition to geared and belt/chain methods of power transmission, gearless transmissions also 
exist in the prior art. These drives alter the transmission of power through changing the speed of rotating 
shafts, and seek to match the high-power transmission ratios of geared systems while eliminating the 
disadvantages inherent to these systems. Rather than gears with teeth, existing gearless transmissions utilize 
combinations of fundamental machine elements to transmit power. Components used in these gearless 
transmissions include skewed journals, cams and roller followers, and nutating members. 
While there are common elements to many gearless drives, the exact application of these 
components vary. For instance, the drives described in U.S. Patents 1277193, 1444717, 1634453, and 
4620456 all use rollers to transmit force and torque between surfaces. However, their exact methods of 
operation differ. Patent 1277193’s rollers support the motion of a “gyratory swinging thrust disk” to provide 
speed reduction, while Patent 1444717’s rollers are secured to an “eccentric sheave,” for similar reduction 
(United States Patents No. 1277193 & 1444717). As another example, many transmissions utilize three-
element engaging systems, requiring an offset between the axes of the engaging elements. Patent 4829851, 
as displayed in Figure 5, accomplishes this by keeping the axes (components 8a, 11, and 14) parallel but 
not colinear, while Patents 3590659, 3640154, and 4620456 place the axes at angles to obtain the necessary 
offset. A third example of the variety in gearless drives is illustrated by the shaft speed reducers described 
in U.S. Patents 4563915 and 4620456. Both employ the technique of cams and rollers with axially directed 
design. However, the former keeps its roller elements at a constant axial distance, as if moving along a 
sphere, while, the latter is designed for its rollers to move on an axially undulating path. These instances 





Figure 5: Gearless speed reducers described in U.S. Patents 4829851 (left) and 4620456 (right) 
These various techniques all aim to match the performance of geared drives while eliminating their 
disadvantages, but none of the existing gearless drives are without their own downsides. For example, the 
epicyclic motions produced by Patent 4829851 result in translational accelerations and decelerations, 
leading to vibrations and dynamic imbalance, therefore necessitating the use of counterbalancing masses to 
achieve dynamic balance. The design of the cam surfaces in Patent 4563915 forces the rollers to disengage 
and reengage with adjacent components, resulting in wear or component interference. The axially 
undulating elements of Patent 4620456 produce sharp changes in position and velocity, resulting in noise 
and wear and lowering efficiency (United States Patent No. 5443428, 1995). Other existing gearless drives 
also possess their own issues. 
Through outlining the operation, advantages, and disadvantages of current geared, belt/chain, and 
gearless transmissions, it is evident that each of the three categories described above has its own set of 
benefits and problems. All are suitable for different circumstances. The GMT studied in this report was 




ratios. Therefore, it is best compared to transmission with similar capabilities, namely geared drives and 
the gearless drives which attempt to surpass their performance. More specifically, the type of geared drive 
most suited for compact, high-load, high-ratio power transmission are multi-stage planetary gear drives. 
The GMT has similarities to one of these drives, specifically a two-stage planetary gear drive. In addition, 
it possesses similar elements to prior art gearless transmissions. Both of these similarities will be elaborated 
upon in the following section. 
2.2. THE GEARLESS MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION  
The Gearless Mechanical Transmission (GMT) that is the primary subject of this report was 
originally designed by Edward and Martin April, two engineers then employed by the Carlyle Johnson 
Machine Company, LLC (CJMCO) (United States Patent No. 5443428, 1995). CJMCO is a mechanical 
engineering company based in Bolton, Connecticut that designs and produces a range of power transmission 
products such as brakes and clutches. This company currently possesses the designs for the GMT developed 
by April and April (1995), and is in the process of refining the drive for a variety of markets. 
The GMT drive system is a patented mechanical transmission that can be designed to act as either 
a speed reducer or increaser. Unlike prior transmission systems, both geared and ungeared, the GMT was 
designed to have rolling contact without sliding between components in order to avoid frictional losses that 
would reduce the drive’s efficiency (United States Patent No. 5443428, 1995). This has the potential to 
result in multiple advantages over existing transmission systems. In order to accomplish this rolling without 
sliding contact, the GMT utilizes spherical balls, or “rollers”, moving along spherically-directed, multi-
lobed cams in place of gears with meshing teeth. A computer model of the GMT system provided by 





Figure 6: Computer model of the GMT. Image provided by CJMCO 
In Figure 6 above, the major components of the GMT are color coded. These components are: 
Table 1: GMT Components 







3 Rollers (Side A) 
4 Rollers (Side B) 
5 
Rotor/Low Speed Shaft  
(Rotating Cam) 
In this GMT, one component, the stator (component 1), is fixed to the transmission’s housing 
(housing not shown in Figure 6). This stator component possesses a set of cam surfaces adjacent to 
component 2, the nutator. Running through the center of the stator is the drive’s high-speed shaft 
(component O). Another shaft is fixed at an angle to this high-speed shaft, with the two meeting at a point 









nutator contains two sets of cam surfaces, one adjacent to the stator and the other adjacent to the rotor 
(component 5). This rotor, also called the low-speed shaft, is supported by the drive’s main housing. Both 
low- and high-speed shafts rotate about the same axis, known as the drive’s main rotational axis. The rotor 
also possesses a set of cam surfaces adjacent to the nutator. The two pairs of cam surfaces, stator-nutator 
and rotor-nutator, are designated side A and side B. Each side also includes a set of spherical rollers 
(components 3 and 4, respectively) between the two cam surfaces. 
The design of the cam surfaces on the stator, nutator, and rotor are a vital element of the GMT. The 
stator and rotor components each possess one cam surface, while the nutator component possesses two. 
Each of these four cam surfaces is designed with a number of spherically directed lobes. They can be further 
separated into two pairs based on their interaction. As outlined above, the stator-nutator pair is side A, while 
the rotor-nutator pair is side B. Each pair of cam surfaces creates a channel through which a number of 
spherical rollers roll, as illustrated in Figure 7. The GMT is designed such that the centers of all of the 
spherical rollers are equidistant from the nutation point, the point where the nutator’s angled axis intersects 
the main rotational axis. In other words, all roller centers are located on an imaginary “pitch sphere” with 
constant radius and center at the nutation point. Cam surfaces are also positioned and designed such that all 
rollers will continuously and simultaneously contact both the surrounding cams. These qualities can be seen 
in Figure 7, a spherically truncated view of one cam-roller-cam assembly. 




Figure 7: Spherically truncated top (a) and side (b) views of a set of cam surfaces and rollers (United 
States Patent No. 5443428, 1995) 
The GMT’s design leads to many advantages over geared systems, many of which stem from two 
factors: pure rolling and constant contact between components. The spherically directed multi-lobed cam 
surfaces were designed in such a way that the components will theoretically roll without sliding. By only 
allowing angular displacement of the elements, this design should avoid translational vibration and keep 
the roller and cam elements in constant, smooth rolling contact. This constant contact removes issues related 
to component disengagement and reengagement, such as in the meshing of gears (United States Patent No. 
5443428, 1995). Together, these two features of the GMT have the potential to eliminate multiple 
disadvantages of geared transmissions. 
As described above, the GMT design uses carefully designed cam surfaces such that the driven 
rollers are not forced to slide as they roll, thus theoretically achieving pure rolling between gear and roller 




tear, leads to low temperature rise, and removes the need for lubrication between meshing surfaces as in 
geared systems; all of which result from the presence of sliding contact between gears. In addition to wear 
and noise, sliding contact also results in frictional losses, binding, and other sources of inefficiency. With 
pure rolling contact, the transmission’s efficiency will increase. In theory, this could result in mechanical 
losses so low that the GMT could be used in reverse, as a high-ratio speed reducer or speed increaser (United 
States Patent No. 5443428, 1995). However, in this report, the GMT has been modelled as a speed reducer, 
with a high-speed input shaft and a low-speed, high-torque output shaft. 
Another feature of the GMT is rigid, simultaneous coupling between rollers and gears. The 
components being constantly in contact has several advantages, such as smoother operation and reduced 
noise compared to existing gear and non-gear drives. In part, this is due to the transmission having zero 
backlash. Backlash is defined as the distance that a gear may move in one direction without applying force 
to a mated gear (Bagad, 2008). It occurs when the gear’s engaging tooth is smaller than the width of the 
tooth space. While it is possible to design gears for zero backlash, this can result in jamming due to gear 
errors (Litvin, Theory of Gearing, 1989). Gears are often designed with a minimum backlash value to avoid 
this jamming or to allow for the presence of lubrication. However, in the GMT, the continuous contact 
between cam surfaces and rollers theoretically results in zero backlash, improving the drive’s efficiency. In 
addition, the simultaneous contact between all rollers and the mated gears distributes the torque loading 
more evenly, unlike in geared drives, where relatively few teeth transmit the load. This further benefits the 
drive’s efficiency and ability to transmit high loads (United States Patent No. 5443428, 1995). 
A two-stage planetary gear train, such as the one illustrated in Figure 8, has many similarities with 
the GMT. Both are compact drives with two distinct stages that have input and output axes that are aligned. 
The GMT utilizes two sets of cam surfaces and rollers, while the planetary system utilizes two planetary 
gearsets. The GMT’s sets are linked by the body of the nutator component, while the planetary gearsets are 




two sides of the GMT each have their own transmission ratio. By combining the ratios of both sides, a final, 
more advantageous, power transmission ratio is obtained. However, while there are similarities between 
the two drives’ design, the GMT’s incorporation of non-geared components provides benefits over the 
planetary system. 
 
Figure 8: Two-stage planetary gear train (Zhang, Wei, Qin, & Hou, 2017) 
Overall, the GMT drive gains efficiency by eliminating issues inherent to geared drives, such as 
backlash and sliding losses. The increased efficiency has the effect of making it smaller, lighter, and more 
compact than corresponding drives. Due to its design, the transmission also requires less maintenance, has 
a longer service life, and functions at a lower volume than geared drives, while being suited for similar 
applications. These benefits make it ideal for any task that would require a speed reducer or increaser; 
especially those for in which size, mass, or volume are to be minimized, or environments where frequent 
maintenance would be disadvantageous. In fact, the existing iteration of the GMT device was considered 
for a Navy contract for use in submarine antenna deployment, an excellent example of its potential in 
challenging environments. 
However, while the drive has many potential benefits, it also possesses disadvantages like every 
other transmission method. While pure rolling is theoretically possible, achieving it in manufactured drives 
would be very difficult, if not impossible. Thus, it is likely that even an optimized GMT drive may require 




manufacturing error. Therefore, to achieve minimum sliding between manufactured parts, and thus 
minimize the required lubrication, precise machining is required. Finally, there are issues in the current 
prototype’s performance. This prototype manufactured by CJMCO encountered a problem when operating 
at high speeds under high torque loading, namely a “clicking sound” during each rotation of the drive. Due 
to this issue, the definition and manufacturing of the cam surfaces were put in question. In order to envisage 
and define the kinematics of the GMT, CJMCO partnered with UConn to study and analyze the GMT drive 
as described in this report. 
2.3. GMT DESIGN PARAMETERS & GEAR RATIOS 
Several values were important when defining the GMT system. These values outlined the drive’s 
desired characteristics, and were known as design parameters. They acted as inputs for the design, 
modelling and analysis of the transmission. Design parameters are collected below in Table 2, and include 
the number of lobes or rollers on a component, the angle of the nutating shaft, and the distance of the roller 
centers from the nutation point. Given these input parameters, a methodology was developed to calculate 
and model the geometry and kinematics of the GMT. 
Table 2: Design Parameters 
Parameter Symbol 
Number of lobes/rollers for gear 𝑖 𝐿𝑖 
Angle of nutating axis 𝛽𝑁 
Radius of roller centers from nutation point 𝑟𝑁 
From these design parameters, specifically the number of lobes/rollers, the system’s gear ratios 
were also determined. The gear ratio for a pair of gears is the ratio between the gears’ number of teeth, or 
in the case of the GMT, lobes/rollers. This ratio is also equal to the ratio of the two components’ rotational 




The total gear ratio between high-speed and low-speed shafts for the GMT analyzed in this report 
was determined through relating the number of lobes on the various components. The angular velocity 
ratios of all six components are related by the lobe numbers 𝐿𝑖 as shown below in Table 3. In this table, the 
angular velocity vector of component i is denoted 𝝎𝒊 = 𝜔𝑖𝒌𝒊, where 𝜔𝑖 = |𝝎𝒊| is the angular velocity 
magnitude and 𝒌𝒊 is the unit vector aligned with component i's axis of rotation as depicted below in Figure 
9. 
Table 3: Angular Velocities in Global Reference Frame 
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𝝎 of Arm 𝝎𝑶  = 𝜔𝑂𝒌𝑶 
Total 𝝎 𝝎𝑶  𝝎𝑶 + 𝝎𝟏 𝝎𝑶 + 𝝎𝟐 𝝎𝑶 + 𝝎𝟓 
Relative to Stator 
𝝎 with respect 
to Stator 
𝝎𝑶 
𝟎 = 𝝎𝑶 + 𝝎𝟏
= (𝜔𝑂 + 𝑥)𝒌𝟏 
∴ 𝑥 = −𝜔𝑂 
𝝎𝑶 − 𝜔𝑂 (
𝐿1
𝐿2𝐴







Where 𝐿𝑖 is the number of lobes on component i. Component 2, the nutator, has two values 𝐿2𝐴 
and 𝐿2𝐵 to reflect its two sets of cam surfaces. 𝐿2𝐴 corresponds to the number of lobes on side A, while 𝐿2𝐵 




The overall ratio of the GMT system is the ratio between the rotational speeds of the arm and rotor. 
These rotational speeds are ‖𝝎𝑶‖ and ‖𝝎𝟓‖, as seen in the final row in Table 2. From these values, it can 












3. GMT MODELLING PROCEDURE 
3.1. DEFINING THE GMT SYSTEM 
To begin modelling the GMT, a scalable model of the transmission was created. To model this 
complex system, a fundamental assumption of gearing was used: that if one gear has constant angular 
velocity, the meshing gears will also have constant angular velocity. With this assumption, all components 
of the GMT could be modelled as having constant angular velocity about their respective axes. A diagram 
of the GMT’s various components and their rotational axes is shown below in Figure 9. In the GMT’s speed 
reducer configuration, the stator is held fixed while the other components rotate about their axes (axes 






Figure 9: Diagram of full GMT system and rotational axes of components 
Since the input and output ends of the GMT both use similar designs, a model of only the input end 
was developed. This model included the input shaft, stator component, one set of spherical rollers, and side 
A of the nutator component as shown below in Figure 10. In other words, we created a model of the basic 
gearless transmission of motion. This model could be thought of as equivalent to a single pair of gears, as 




Once this segment of the GMT was analyzed, the basic model was then modified to represent the 
output end, and the two models were combined to simulate the entire system. This report largely focuses 
on the basic model of the input end only. 
3.1.1. SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
A planar view of the transmission’s input end is shown below in Figure 10. The components of this 
system were designated: Gear 1, Gear 2, Gear 3, and Arm O. In Figure 10, the system is viewed from the 
axial plane containing the axes of Gears 1, 2, and 3. 
While Gear 1, Gear 2, and Arm O corresponded simply to the stator, nutator, and shaft; Gear 3 
corresponded to the entire set of spherical rollers. This was possible because, by design, the roller centers 
were always equidistant from the point where the Gear 1 and Gear 2 axes intersect, designated the nutation 
point. In addition, all roller centers were on the same plane. This meant that the rollers could be represented 
by a Gear 3 rotating about an imaginary axis that also passes through the nutation point. 
 




Though the gears in the GMT system are conical in shape, each was represented by a gear plane 
normal to the cone’s axis as illustrated in Figure 11. These gear planes were defined by a single dimension: 
distance to the nutation point. This allowed for simplification of the system into a kinematic diagram that 
focused on the mechanism’s joints and links, setting aside the exact shape and dimensions of the 
components. At this stage in the analysis, individual rollers were modelled only as their center points, 
defined as points fixed to Gear 3. To fully define this simplified system, it was necessary to calculate the 
collection of key dimensions that related the system’s key points. These key points were the gear centers 
(points 1, 2, and 3), the nutation point (point N), and the center point of a single spherical roller (point S). 
Beginning with a set of desired design parameters, a methodology was created to calculate the GMT’s key 
dimensions when given the system’s design parameters. 
 
Figure 11: Simplified representation of GMT system 
The dimensions that relate these points are shown in Figure 12 below. Here, 𝒅𝑵𝟏, 𝒅𝑵𝟐, and 𝑑𝑁3 
were the distances from the nutation point to the respective gear centers along the gears’ axes of rotation. 





Figure 12: Simplified GMT system with labelled dimensions 
All of these dimensions were needed to describe the GMT system. To solve for the unknown 
dimensions from given design parameters, other aspects of the system were taken into consideration. 
3.1.2. PITCH CONSIDERATIONS 
Another important consideration when modelling the GMT was the relation between the gears’ 
angular velocities. These were defined as the vectors 𝝎𝟏, 𝝎𝟐, and 𝝎𝟑. Each angular velocity was made up 
of a magnitude 𝜔𝑖 and direction 𝒌𝒊. Because of the aforementioned fundamental assumption of gearing, the 
angular velocity magnitudes were all treated as constant about their own axes of rotation. However, since 
these axes of rotation were not fixed, the angular velocity directions 𝒌𝒊 were not constant. The direction of 
each angular velocity vector was aligned with the corresponding gear’s axis of rotation (direction unit 
vectors are shown in Figure 9). 
Meanwhile, the angular velocity magnitudes are constant and related by the GMT’s gear ratios. 











Here, 𝐿𝑖 (i = 1 to 3) were the number of lobes on Gears 1 and 2, or the number of rollers represented 
by Gear 3. 
To accurately reflect these gear ratios and the fundamental assumption of gearing, more constraints 
were added to the model. These constraints were defined through studying the gears’ pitch surfaces. Similar 
to bevel gears, the pitch surfaces of the GMT’s gears were conical. For instance, in Figure 13 below, the 
pitch cones of Gears 1 and 2 are displayed.  
 
Figure 13: Pitch cones of Gears 1 and 2 
The gears’ pitch circles were obtained through the intersection of a gear’s pitch cone with its plane 
of rotation. Due to the fundamental assumption of gearing, these circles roll without slipping on each other, 
meaning that the velocities of both gears are equal on their shared tangent point, which is known as the 
pitch point. The distances from gear centers to pitch point were designated pitch radii (lines 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 in 
Figure 13). 
Three pitch points were defined between the three gear pairs (1-2, 1-3, and 2-3), with a total of six 
corresponding pitch radii as tabulated in Table 4. To relate these radii to the desired angular velocity ratios, 




𝒗𝒊 = 𝝎𝒊 × 𝒓𝒊 (2) 
Where 𝒗𝒊 was the linear velocity of gear i at pitch point 𝑃𝑖𝑗, 𝝎𝒊 was the angular velocity of gear i 
and 𝒓𝒊 was the pitch radius from the center of gear i to point 𝑃𝑖𝑗. Similarly, the velocity of gear j at pitch 
point 𝑃𝑖𝑗 was 𝒗𝒋 = 𝝎𝒋 × 𝒓𝒋. Due to the definition of pitch surfaces, these two velocities were required to be 
equal, with the same direction and magnitude.  
Since 𝝎𝒊, 𝒓𝒊, 𝝎𝒋, and 𝒓𝒋 were all in the same plane, their respective cross products 𝒗𝒊 and 𝒗𝒋 were 
both normal to this plane, and therefore parallel. Thus, the linear velocity vectors shared a direction.  
Since each pair of vectors (𝝎𝒊 and 𝒓𝒊 or 𝝎𝒋 and 𝒓𝒋) were perpendicular, the magnitudes of the linear 
velocities were 𝑣𝑖 = ‖𝒗𝒊‖ = 𝜔𝑖𝑟𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 = ‖𝒗𝒋‖ = 𝜔𝑗𝑟𝑗. These two magnitudes had to be equal, resulting 
in the relation:  













 was a known design parameter, this provided a relationship between 
the two pitch radii for each gear pair. The pitch points and radii for all three gear pairs are collected below. 
Table 4: Pitch Relations Between Gears 1-3 
Gear Pair Pitch Point Pitch Radii Pitch Radii Ratio 
1-2 𝑃12 or A 𝑟1
𝐴 and 𝑟2







1-3 𝑃13 or B 𝑟1
𝐵 and 𝑟3







2-3 𝑃23 or C 𝑟2
𝐶 and 𝑟3










3.1.3. SOLVING GEOMETRY 
  
Figure 14: Key points of simplified GMT system 
Using the pitch radii relations in addition to the previously established geometry, it was possible to 
develop a system of equations to solve for all unknown values. A diagram of the simplified GMT system 






Table 5: Key Dimensions of GMT System 
Dimension Value Known or Unknown 
𝑟𝑁 Distance from point 𝑁 to roller center S Known 










Angle between axes N2 and N3 Known 
𝐿1 Number of lobes on Gear 1 Known 
𝐿2 Number of lobes on Gear 2 Known 
𝐿3 Number of rollers represented by Gear 3 Known 
𝑑𝑁1 Distance from point N to point 1 Unknown 
𝑑𝑁2 Distance from point N to point 2 Unknown 
𝑑𝑁3 Distance from point N to point 3 Unknown 
𝐴1 Distance from point 1 to pitch point 𝐴 Unknown 
𝐴2 Distance from point 2 to pitch point 𝐴 Unknown 
𝐵1 Distance from point 1 to pitch point 𝐵 Unknown 
𝐵3 Distance from point 3 to pitch point 𝐵 Unknown 
𝐶2 Distance from point 2 to pitch point 𝐶 Unknown 
𝐶3 Distance from point 3 to pitch point 𝐶 Unknown 
𝑟𝑆 Distance from point 3 to roller center S Unknown 
As a design parameter, the values 𝑟𝑁, βN, and 𝐿𝑖 were known. Values β13 and β12, being directly 
related to design parameter βN, were also treated as known values. A system of equations was set up to 
solve for nine of the ten remaining unknown dimensions, given the tenth as an input value. This approach 




Three equations resulted from the pitch relations and gear ratios between the three gears as 


















= 𝑚23 (4c) 
However, only two of these three constraints were independent. If a pair of them were known, the 
third ratio would naturally follow. For instance, it can be seen that if the ratios 𝑚12 and 𝑚13 are given, the 














Similarly, any pair of relations would lead to the third, making the choice of constraints arbitrary. 
For this analysis, the two selected relations were equations 4a and 4b. 
Because the geometry is only required to be calculated once, in the system’s initial position, the 
positions of the key points were taken as fixed relative to one another. This allows the use of loop closure 
equations to relate the pitch radii to the other dimensions (Gans, 1991). Two equations were found for each 
vector loop by summing the horizontal and vertical components of the vectors in question and setting these 
sums equal to zero (Dicker, Pennock, & Shigley, 2003). Three vector loops were needed to define the 
system, leading to a total of six equations that related the pitch points, gear centers and nutation point. 
Using 𝑠12  =  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽12), 𝑠13  =  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽13), 𝑐12  =  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽12), and 𝑐13  =  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽13): 




𝐵1 − 𝐵3𝑐13 + 𝑑𝑁3𝑠13 = 0 (6) 
−𝐵3𝑠13 − 𝑑N3𝑐13 + 𝑑N1 = 0 (7) 
Closing the loop 1 → 𝐴 → 2 → 𝑁 → 1 provided equations: 
𝐴1 − 𝐴2c12 + 𝑑N2𝑠12 = 0 (8) 
−A2𝑠12 − 𝑑N2𝑐12 + 𝑑1N = 0 (9) 
And closing the loop 2 → 𝐶 → 3 → 𝑁 → 2 provided equations: 
𝐶2𝑐12 − 𝐶3𝑐13 + 𝑑N3s13 − 𝑑N2𝑠12 = 0 (10) 
𝐶2𝑠12 − 𝐶3𝑠13 − 𝑑N3c13 + 𝑑N2𝑐12 = 0 (11) 






Using one of the ten unknowns as an input, these nine equations (Equations 4a, 4b, and 6-12) 
allowed the solution of the remaining unknown values. In this case, the value 𝐴1 was selected as the input, 
and the described system of equations was used to determine the remaining dimensions based on 𝐴1 and 
the design parameters. The computing tool MATLAB was used to write a script that completed the required 
calculations. This code can be found in Appendix B.1. 
3.1.4. COORDINATE FRAMES 
To facilitate kinematic analysis of the simplified GMT, several orthogonal coordinate frames were 
established. This was due to the nature of the system and its many components. Because the stator, nutator, 
and rollers were all treated as gears rotating about the main arm, analysis was simplified by modelling the 




rotating. The use of multiple coordinate frames allowed for the analysis to be completed in a more 
convenient arm-fixed frame before being transformed to the stator-fixed frame to accurately reflect the 
GMT system. 
The reference frames used included Frames O1, O2, O3, and ON fixed to the arm as shown in 
Figure 15a; and Frames 1, 2, and 3 fixed to the center of the respective gear components as shown in Figure 
15b. The origins of frames O1, O2, and O3 were coincident to the origins of frames 1, 2, and 3. Though the 
arm and gear frames were aligned in their initial orientation, this would change as the system was modelled 






Figure 15: GMT coordinate frames; arm-fixed (a) and gear-fixed (b) 
Frames were defined such that one perpendicular axis was aligned with the gear’s axis of rotation, 
while the other two perpendicular axes were in the gear plane. In (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) and (?̂?, 𝒋̂, ?̂?) notation, the z-axis 
(?̂? unit vector) was aligned with the respective axis of rotation. In the initial position, the y axis (𝒋̂ unit 
vector) was oriented perpendicular to the z-axis in the plane of the figure, while the x axis (𝒊 unit vector) 
was oriented perpendicular to them both, pointing out of the plane of the figure. 
The axes and unit vectors for the arm-fixed frames were annotated (𝑥𝑂𝑖, 𝑦𝑂𝑖 , 𝑧𝑂𝑖) and (?̂?𝑶𝒊, 𝒋̂𝑶𝒊, ?̂?𝑶𝒊) 
respectively, where i = 1 to 3 or N. The axes and unit vectors for the gear-fixed frames were annotated 
(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) and (?̂?𝒊, 𝒋̂𝒊, ?̂?𝒊) respectively, where i = 1 to 3. Because the origins of frames O1, O2, and O3 were 
coincident to the origins of frames 1, 2, and 3, their respective z-axes (?̂? unit vectors) were aligned as well. 
In other words, 𝑧𝑖 = 𝑧𝑂𝑖 and ?̂?𝒊 = ?̂?𝑶𝒊 
To relate the arm-fixed coordinate frames, homogenous transformation matrices were utilized. 
These matrices allow the transformation of coordinates from one reference frame to another, and were 




frames do not move relative to one another, the transformation matrices that relate them do not change with 
time. 
 
Figure 16- Relative positions of ON and O1 (a), O2 (b), or O3 (c) coordinate frames 
To transform to frame ON from frame O1, a translation of distance 𝑑N1 along the 𝑧1 axis was 
required as shown in Figure 16a, giving the matrix: 
𝑻𝑶𝑵,𝑶𝟏 = [
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 𝑑𝑁1
0 0 0 1
] 
To transform to frame O2 from frame ON, a rotation of angle β12 about the 𝑥𝑂𝑁 axis followed by 
a translation of distance 𝑑N2 along the 𝑧2 axis was required as shown in Figure 16b, giving the matrix:  
𝑻𝑶𝟐,𝑶𝑵 = [
1 0 0 0
0 𝑐12 s12 0
0 −𝑠12 c12 −𝑑𝑁2
0 0 0 1
] 
To transform to frame O3 from frame ON, a rotation of angle β13 about the 𝑥𝑂𝑁 axis followed by 
a translation of distance 𝑑N3 along the 𝑧3 axis was required as shown in Figure 16c, giving the matrix: 
𝑻𝑶𝟑,𝑶𝑵 = [
1 0 0 0
0 𝑐13 s13 0
0 −𝑠13 c13 −𝑑𝑁3





Where, as above: 
𝑠12  =  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽12), 𝑠13  =  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽13), 𝑐12  =  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽12), and 𝑐13  =  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽13) 
Transforming a position vector, such as a location, from one frame to another was accomplished 
by specifying the point in homogenous coordinates and multiplying by the appropriate transformation 
matrix (Litvin & Fuentes, Gear Geometry and Applied Theory, 2004). For instance, to transform 
















To transform in the opposite direction, the inverse transformation matrices were used. The inverse 
transformation between two coordinate systems was calculated by inverting the appropriate transformation 
matrix. For instance, to transform coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑂𝑁 back to frame O1, the following relation would 
























More transformations could be completed by multiplying the initial coordinates by more than one 
transformation matrix in sequence. For instance, to transform coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑂1 to frame O2, the 





























   
The aforementioned homogenous transformation matrices outlined the relation between the arm-




account the motion of the GMT system. Relative to the arm, the orientation of the gear-fixed reference 
frames changed over time as the GMT’s components moved. Therefore, the transformation matrices 
between the gear-fixed frames (1, 2, and 3) and their respective arm-fixed frames (O1, O2, and O3) were 
time-dependent. These transformation matrices were also dependent on the respective gear’s angular speed. 
In an arm-fixed reference frame, the rotation of Gear i about its axis 𝑧𝑖 could be described as a 
function of time 𝜃i(𝑡) =  𝜔𝑖𝑡, where 𝜔𝑖 was the magnitude of the gear’s angular velocity and t was time. 
At any given time, 𝜃i was defined as the current angle of rotation of the gear from its original position. The 
transformations from frames O1-O3 to frames 1-3 were described as follows.  
To transform to frame i from frame Oi at time t, a rotation of 𝜃i(𝑡) about the 𝑧𝑖 axis was required, 
giving the time-dependent matrix: 





cos(𝜃i(𝑡)) sin(𝜃i(𝑡)) 0 0
− sin(𝜃i(𝑡)) cos(𝜃i(𝑡)) 0 0
0 0 1 0




, 𝑖 = 1 to 3 
To transform in the opposite direction, inverting the appropriate transformation matrix was 

















Where 𝑻𝑶𝟏,𝟏 = 𝑻𝟏,𝑶𝟏
−𝟏  
The three transformation matrices relating the arm- and gear-fixed frames were combined with the 




any pair of reference frames. For instance, to transform coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑂1 to frame O3 at time t, the 






























With the geometry and necessary transformations defined, it was then possible to model the GMT’s 
motion with the end goal of calculating the roller center paths. The GMT drive was designed with Gear 1, 
the stator, being fixed to the casing. Thus, the Gear-1-fixed frame 1 was chosen as the global reference 
frame for the majority of the following calculations. 
3.2. MODELLING ROLLER MOTION 
3.2.1. ROLLER POSITIONS 
Through utilization of the relations outlined above, it was possible to compute the position of any 
roller center at a selected point in time. For the purposes of this analysis, one roller in particular was studied, 
the roller with center located at point 𝑆 as previously described. In the Gear-3-fixed frame 3, the coordinates 
of point S were defined as: 
𝑺𝟑  =  [0, 𝑟𝑆, 0]
𝑇 
Or in homogenous coordinates: 𝑺𝟑  =  [0, 𝑟𝑆, 0, 1]
𝑇 These coordinates were constant due to the fact 
that the roller centers were fixed relative to Gear 3. 
To compute the location of the sphere center S relative to Gear 1 over time, coordinate 𝑺𝟑 was 
transformed from frame 3 to frame 1. This was accomplished by employing previously determined 





𝑺𝟏(𝑡) = 𝑻𝟏,𝑶𝟏(𝑡) ∗ 𝑻𝑶𝟏,𝑶𝟑 ∗ 𝑻𝑶𝟑,𝟑(𝑡) ∗ 𝑺𝟑, or 𝑺𝟏(𝑡) = 𝑻𝟏,𝟑(𝑡) ∗ 𝑺𝟑 (13a) 
Where 𝑺𝟏(𝑡) = [𝑆1𝑋(𝑡), 𝑆1𝑌(𝑡), 𝑆1𝑍(𝑡), 1]
𝑇, 𝑆1𝑋, 𝑆1𝑌, and 𝑆1𝑍 being the x, y, and z-coordinates of 
point S in frame 1. 
This equation resulted in the location of sphere center S in frame 1 as a function of time t, 𝑺𝟏(𝑡), 
providing the motion of the sphere center over time relative to Gear 1. These relative coordinates would 
later be used to determine the cam surface of Gear 1.  
Similarly, transforming coordinate 𝑺𝟑 to frame 2, fixed to Gear 2, provided the motion of the roller 
relative to Gear 2:  
𝑺𝟐(𝑡) = 𝑻𝟐,𝑶𝟐(𝑡) ∗ 𝑻𝑶𝟏,𝑶𝟐 ∗ 𝑻𝑶𝟑,𝟑(𝑡) ∗ 𝑺𝟑, or 𝑺𝟏(𝑡) = 𝑻𝟐,𝟑(𝑡) ∗ 𝑺𝟑 (13b) 
These roller center curves would later be used to determine the cam surface of Gear 2. 
Though the transformation matrices described above were time-dependent, the true independent 
variable for this model was the input shaft’s angular velocity. From this known value, the time for the 
sphere to travel a full circuit around Gear 1 or Gear 2 was calculated based on the angular speeds of the 
gears. The computing tool MATLAB was used to calculate and plot the roller’s relative coordinates over 
this time period to display its path of motion with respect to Gear 1 or Gear 2. This code can be found in 
Appendix B.1. 
The paths travelled by a single roller were plotted as shown below in Figures 17a and 17b. The 
sphere coordinates were marked in black, and for reference, the gear planes of Gears 1 and 3 (in 17a) or 
Gears 2 and 3 (in 17b) were represented by circles of color red (Gear 1), blue (Gear 2) or green (Gear 3). 












While Gear 3 represented multiple rollers, only one roller’s path was plotted above, the roller 
located at point S on Gear 3. However, it was possible to compute the paths of other rollers by defining 
another point 𝑆𝑖 at the initial position of roller i. Since Gear 3 is known to have a number 𝐿3 of rollers 
evenly spaced about the rotational axis 𝑧3, point 𝑆𝑖 could be defined in frame 3 as: 


















, 𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝐿3 − 1 (14) 
By calculating and plotting the paths of multiple rollers located at various locations on Gear 3, it 
was seen that the centers of all 𝐿3 rollers travelled on the same path. Thus, it was only necessary to model 
a single roller to obtain the motion of all rollers relative to a chosen frame of reference. These paths were 
vital for determining the shape of the cam surfaces. Another factor in the calculation of these surfaces was 
the sphere’s velocity. 
3.2.2.  ROLLER ANGULAR VELOCITY 
While in operation, the motion of the GMT system can be described entirely by the rotations of the 
various components about their axes of rotation. By taking the arm-fixed frame ON as the reference, the 
system’s motion consisted of: Gear 1 rotating about the N1 axis with constant angular velocity 𝝎𝟏, Gear 2 
rotating about the N2 axis with constant angular velocity 𝝎𝟐, and Gear 3 rotating about the N3 axis with 
constant angular velocity 𝝎𝟑. The ratios between these angular velocities were known design parameters, 
as shown above in Table 2.  
However, though the angular velocity of each component remained constant about its own axis, 
this was not necessarily the case when studying the system from other component-fixed reference frames. 
Depending on the chosen coordinate frame, the magnitude and direction of the components’ angular 




𝝎𝒊,𝒋 = 𝝎𝒊 − 𝝎𝒋 (15) 
Where 𝝎𝒊 was the angular velocity of body i, 𝝎𝒊,𝒋 was the relative angular velocity of body i relative 
to body j, and all angular velocities were expressed in the same reference frame. 
For example, in the arm-fixed frame ON, the angular velocity of Gear 1 was equal to 𝝎𝟏 = 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 
and the angular velocity of Gear 2 was equal to 𝝎𝟐 = 𝜔2?̂?𝟐. However, if the Gear-2-fixed frame 2 was 
taken as the reference frame, it was necessary to calculate the angular velocity of Gear 1 relative to Gear 2, 
𝝎𝟏,𝟐, through the relation described in Equation 15. 
𝝎𝟏,𝟐 = 𝝎𝟏 − 𝝎𝟐 (16) 
 
The angular velocities of all four components were determined with respect to selected reference 
frames and tabulated below in Table 6: 
Table 6: Angular Velocities in Component-Fixed Reference Frames 
 Angular Velocity 
Frame Arm O (𝝎𝑶) Gear 1 (𝝎𝟏) Gear 2 (𝝎𝟐) Collar 3 (𝝎𝟑) 
Frame ON (Arm-fixed) 
𝝎𝒊,𝑶 
0 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 𝜔2?̂?𝟐 𝜔3?̂?𝟑 
Frame 1 (Gear-1-fixed) 
𝝎𝒊,𝟏 
0 − 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 − 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 = 0 
𝜔2?̂?𝟐 − 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 𝜔3?̂?𝟑 − 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 
Frame 2 (Gear-2-fixed) 
𝝎𝒊,𝟐 
−𝜔2?̂?𝟐 𝜔1?̂?𝟏 − 𝜔2?̂?𝟐 𝜔2?̂?𝟐 − 𝜔2?̂?𝟐 = 0 
𝜔3?̂?𝟑 − 𝜔2?̂?𝟐 
These relative angular velocities were used to calculate the relative linear velocities of roller centers 




3.2.3. ROLLER LINEAR VELOCITY 
The linear velocity of the selected roller center was defined as 𝒗𝑺(𝑡). This time-dependent vector 
was calculated using the relationship between linear velocity, angular velocity, and radius vectors 
(Hibbeler, 2016). 
𝒗 =  𝝎 ×  𝒓 (17) 
In the Arm-fixed frame O3, the roller center’s linear velocity was the product of a single rotation 
about Arm O. To calculate this relative velocity, 𝒗𝑺,𝑶𝟑 Equation 17 can be used without modification. 
𝒗𝑺,𝑶𝟑 = 𝝎𝟑  × 𝒓𝑶𝟑𝑺 (18) 
Where 𝝎𝟑 was the angular velocity of Gear 3 and 𝒓𝑶𝟑𝑺 was the radius vector from point O3 to 
point S, both expressed in the Arm-fixed frame O3. The expression for 𝝎𝟑 relative to frame O3 can be 
found in Table 6. 
However, Gears 1 and 2 also rotate relative to Arm O. When calculating the linear velocity 𝒗𝑺 with 
respect to one of these bodies, the rotation of the arm must be taken into account in addition to the rotation 
of Gear 3 (Litvin & Fuentes, Gear Geometry and Applied Theory, 2004). 
𝒗𝒋 = 𝒗𝒊 + 𝒗𝒋,𝒊 (19) 
Where 𝒗𝒋,𝒊 was the velocity of point 𝑗 relative to point i. 
For example, to compute the total roller velocity vector relative to Gear 1, 𝒗𝑺, this equation became: 
𝒗𝑺 = 𝒗𝑶𝟑 + 𝒗𝑺/𝑶𝟑 (20a) 
Or: 𝒗𝑺 = 𝝎𝑶  × 𝒓𝑶𝟏𝑶𝟑 + 𝝎𝟑 × 𝒓𝑶𝟑𝑺 (20b) 




To ensure the resulting vector is expressed in the Gear-1-fixed frame 1, the expressions for relative 
angular velocity (Table 6) were substituted in, giving the expression: 
𝒗𝑺,𝟏 = (−𝜔1?̂?𝟏) × 𝒓𝑶𝟏𝑶𝟑 + (𝜔3?̂?𝟑 − 𝜔1?̂?𝟏) × 𝒓𝑶𝟑𝑺 (21) 
This equation was used to calculate the roller center’s velocity vector 𝒗𝑺,𝟏(𝑡) relative to Gear 1 at 
any point in time t. 
Similarly, Equation 20b was applied to the Gear-2-fixed coordinate frame, providing an expression 
for the roller center’s velocity 𝒗𝑺,𝟐(𝑡) relative to Gear 2 at time t. Using the computing tool MATLAB, a 
script was created to calculate the roller velocities with respect to Gear 1 and Gear 2 over time. This code 
can be found in Appendix B.1. 
These velocity vectors were then compared to the velocity vectors calculated from the roller center 
path functions 𝑺𝟏(𝑡) and 𝑺𝟐(𝑡). In addition to the previous method, the velocity vectors could also be 
determined by differentiating the equations of position with respect to time: 
𝒗𝑺_𝒂𝒍𝒕,𝟏(𝑡) = [𝑆1𝑋̇ (𝑡), 𝑆1𝑌̇ (𝑡), 𝑆1𝑍̇ (𝑡)]
𝑇
 (22) 
Where 𝑓̇(𝑡) symbolizes the differentiation of function f with respect to time 𝑑𝑓/𝑑𝑡. 
Using both of these methods, the velocity of the roller center was calculated at 500 points 
distributed across one lobe of the roller center path. The two alternate methods were compared using the 
expression: 
𝒗𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇(𝑡) = 𝒗𝑺,𝟏(𝑡) − 𝒗𝑺_𝒂𝒍𝒕,𝟏(𝑡) (23) 
In coordinate system 1, the average magnitude of this velocity difference vector over all 500 points 
was 1.3961 ∗ 10−13 inches per second. The average magnitude of this velocity difference vector in 
coordinate system 2 was 2.1696 ∗ 10−13 inches per second. This extremely small difference between the 




3.3. GENERATION OF CAM SURFACES 
The design of the GMT’s cam surfaces followed directly from the calculated roller paths and 
velocities. To manufacture the physical prototype of the GMT, the CJMCO engineering team used their 
previously calculated roller center paths as a guide for a spherical cutter of radius 𝑟𝐶. The center point of 
this cutter followed the calculated roller center paths in order to shape the cam surfaces from the gear blanks, 
with some offset to crown the surfaces. 
To produce a set of gear cam surfaces for analysis, two methods were used. Both followed the 
method used by CJMCO, modelling the gear surfaces by sweeping a circular profile along the roller center 
path. A pair of MATLAB scripts were created to analytically determine the cam surfaces as functions of 
time. These scripts can be found in Appendix B.2. In addition, the computer-aided engineering program 
Siemens NX was used to create a computer model of the cam surfaces. 
3.3.1. ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF CAM SURFACES 
The cutter used to machine the cam surfaces was spherical in shape with radius 𝑟𝐶. As this cutter 
travelled along the roller center path, it would trace out a tube with radius 𝑟𝐶, given that the path’s radius 
of curvature was not less than the radius of the cutter. The radius of curvature 𝑅𝑘 of a three-dimensional 








Where 𝒗(𝑡) = 𝑑𝒇/𝑑𝑡 was the velocity of a point at time t and ?̂?(𝑡) =
𝑑𝒇 𝑑𝑡⁄
|𝑑𝒇 𝑑𝑡⁄ |
 was the unit tangent 
vector of the curve at time t. 
The radius of curvature was calculated along the roller center curves 𝑺𝟏(𝑡) and 𝑺𝟐(𝑡), which were 




tube would self-intersect. However, all self-intersections of the tube were located away from the gear blank 
position, and thus did not affect the cutting surface. 
The tube along the roller center curve could also be represented in a chosen coordinate frame by a 
single surface defined by the parametric equation: 




] = 𝑺(𝑡) + 𝑟𝑐 ∗ [−?̂?(𝑡) cos(𝜃) + ?̂?(𝑡) sin(𝜃)], 𝜃 ∈ [0,2𝜋] (24) 
Where 𝑺(𝑡) was the roller center curve, ?̂?(𝑡) = 𝑑?̂? 𝑑𝑡⁄  was the curve’s unit normal vector, and  
?̂?(𝑡) = ?̂? × ?̂? was the curve’s unit binormal vector, all in the chosen coordinate frame (Weisstein, 2019). 
The equation for this tubular cutter surface was determined for Gears 1 and 2. By combining this 
equation with the equation defining the gear blank surfaces, a subset was formed that modelled the actual 
cam surfaces. The surfaces of the two gear blanks were modelled as cones with axes aligned to their gears’ 
respective rotational axes. The exact parameters of these cones depended on the dimensions chosen for the 
gear blank. In each of the two gear-fixed coordinate frames, the equation of the respective gear blank surface 
as represented by a cone was: 
√𝑥2 + 𝑦2
𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛾)
− (𝑧 − ℎ) = 0 
(25) 
Where 𝛾 was the gear blank cone’s opening angle, and ℎ was the location of the cone’s vertex along 
the gear axis. 
While the gear blank surfaces could be represented by cones, the actual bodies of the blanks were 
defined by inequalities so that all of the cutter points within the gear blanks would be included in the 


























+ ℎ1 (27a) 
 
 










+ ℎ2 (27b) 
In frame 2. 
to analyze the contacts between components at a chosen point in time, the cutter tubes were 
represented by circular cross-sections of radius 𝑟𝐶. For one gear at time t, this cutter circle was placed on a 
plane normal to the roller center curve, and its center was located at point 𝑺(𝑡). Since the velocity vector 
𝒗𝑺 was parallel to the roller center curve’s tangent vector at any moment in time, a plane normal to the 
roller center path could also be defined as normal to the relative velocity vector. In Figure 18, the roller 







Figure 18: Cutter circle at one point in time 
By constructing these cutter circles at points distributed along the roller center paths, the contact 
interactions could be studied in more detail at selected times or locations. These cutter circles in the Gear 1 
reference frame are depicted in Figure 19 below.  
 




A cutter circle was defined in the appropriate gear-fixed reference frame by two equations, the 
equation of a plane normal to the velocity vector 𝒗𝑺 that included point S, and a sphere of radius 𝑟𝐶 centered 
on point S. These equations are 28 and 29, respectively. 
𝑣𝑆,𝑥(𝑥 − 𝑆𝑥) + 𝑣𝑆,𝑦(𝑦 − 𝑆𝑦) + 𝑣𝑆,𝑧(𝑧 − 𝑆𝑧) = 0 (28) 
(𝑥 − 𝑆𝑥)
2  +  (𝑦 − 𝑆𝑦)
2
+ (𝑧 − 𝑆𝑧)
2 = 𝑟𝐶
2 (29) 
Where 𝑣𝑆,𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 were the x, y, z-components of the appropriate velocity vector 𝒗𝑺,𝟏 or 𝒗𝑺,𝟐 and 𝑆𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 
were the x, y, z-components of position vector 𝑺𝟏 or 𝑺𝟐 expressed in frame 1 or 2. 
By combining Equations 28 and 29 with the inequalities in Equation 26, a contact arc was found, 
representing a portion of the cam surface for the respective gear at time t. The points and arcs at one moment 
in time can be seen below in Figure 20. In this figure, the red arc represents potential points of contact with 
Gear 1 and the blue arc represents potential points of contact with Gear 2. 
 
Figure 20: Contact arcs at one point in time 
This generated precise “slices” of the cam surfaces at each moment in time, enabling further 




3.3.2. COMPUTER-ASSISTED MODELLING OF CAM SURFACES 
While the analytical model of the cam surfaces was useful for further calculations, using Siemens 
NX to generate gear cam surfaces had its own benefits.  
This method also involved sweeping a cutter circle along the roller center paths. The center paths 
were imported into the program as a set of points shown in blue on Figure 21a. A smooth curve was then 
fit through these points, as illustrated in Figure 21b. Also shown in both parts of Figure 21 is one of the 
gear blank models provided by CJMCO, in this case, the stator, or Gear 1. 
a)  b)  
Figure 21: Stator gear blank and imported points (a) or fit curve (b) modelled in Siemens NX 
However, generating this fit curve from the imported points introduced error to the model. Though 
the difference was small, on the order of 10−5 inches, this was potential cause for concern. This error as 
well as others introduced during later steps in the process could propagate, reducing the accuracy of the 
final model. 
The next step was to define and sweep the circle along the generated path. As in the analytical 




NX could sweep the circle continuously along the roller center path, resulting in a full cam surface. The 
obtained stator cam surface is shown below in Figure 22. 
  
Figure 22: Stator cam surface generated in Siemens NX 
While of limited use for in-depth analytical calculation, the cam surfaces generated in Siemens NX 
served as an excellent visualization aid of the modelled system. The computer models will also be of great 
benefit to future computer-assisted analysis of the GMT system, such as finite element analysis. 
3.4. SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF CONTACT POINTS 
In order for the GMT’s components to experience pure rolling, contact between gear and roller 
elements must be point contact. Therefore, a single pair of contact points, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, was chosen for each 
moment in time. As described in the section above, at a specific moment in time, potential contact points 




arc, and each arc held an infinite number of points, there were an infinite number of potential contact point 
pairs at each moment in time.  
To evaluate potential contact point pairs, a number of points were chosen along each contact arc. 
At first, 100 points were distributed along each arc, and factors were calculated and considered for each 
possible pair. As the analysis proceeded, the number of points, selected arc length, and point density were 
all refined to narrow the search. Three major factors were compared to evaluate each contact point pair. 
These were: pitch sphere distance, sliding velocity, and pressure angle. Pitch sphere distance was a 
comparison to the contact points generated by the CJMCO engineering team. Sliding velocity was a 
comparison of the roller and gear velocities at one contact point. Finally, pressure angle was calculated 
from the position of the potential contact points. 
3.4.1. PITCH SPHERE DISTANCE 
The CJMCO engineering team selected contact points that were located on the GMT’s pitch sphere. 
This pitch sphere was defined as the sphere of radius 𝑟𝑁 with center at the system’s nutation point, as shown 





Figure 23: GMT pitch sphere 
The contact points generated by the CJMCO team were reproduced analytically. To locate the 
contact points that coincided with this pitch sphere, first the equation of the pitch sphere surface was defined 
relative to Gears 1 and 2. 
(𝑥 − 𝑁𝑥)
2  +  (𝑦 − 𝑁𝑦)
2
+ (𝑧 − 𝑁𝑧)
2 = 𝑟𝑁
2 (30) 
Where 𝑁𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 were the x, y, z-coordinates of nutation point N expressed in frame 1 or 2. 
This equation was then solved in a system with Equations 14 and 15, resulting in the intersection 
of the pitch sphere with the cutter circle at a given time t. This intersection of a sphere and a circle resulted 
in two points, which were used by CJMCO as their contact points 𝑐1 and 𝑐2. 
After reproducing CJMCO’s contact point selected method, other potential contact points could be 
compared. Contact points along both arcs were evaluated according to their distance from the nutation 
point. By comparing these distances to the pitch sphere radius, it was determined how close the potential 
contact points were to the pitch sphere. 
3.4.2. SLIDING VELOCITY 
To determine the pair of contacts points 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 for each instant that resulted in minimum sliding, 
the velocities of multiple bodies were compared at their point of contact. Specifically, the pair of contact 
points were selected such that the velocity of the roller at point 𝑐1 was as close as possible to the velocity 
of Gear 1 at point 𝑐1 and the velocity of the roller at point 𝑐2 was as close as possible to the velocity of Gear 
2 at point 𝑐2. In equation form: 
𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑺𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 = 𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑮𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝟏 or 𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑺 = 𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑮𝟏 (31a) 




The roller velocities were also related to each other, the roller’s center velocity 𝒗𝑺, and the roller’s 
angular velocity, 𝝎𝑺, as follows: 
𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑺 = 𝒗𝑺 + 𝝎𝑺 × 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟏 (32a) 
𝒗𝒄𝟐,𝑺 = 𝒗𝑺 + 𝝎𝑺 × 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟐 (32b) 
Where 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟏 was the radius vector from S to 𝑐1 and 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟐 was the radius vector from S to 𝑐2 
Combining Equation 31a with 32a and Equation 31b with 32b gave the relations: 
𝒗𝑺 + 𝝎𝑺 × 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟏 = 𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑮𝟏 (33a) 
𝒗𝑺 + 𝝎𝑺 × 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟐 = 𝒗𝒄𝟐,𝑮𝟐 (33b) 
 
Assuming the global reference frame; Gear 1, the stator, is fixed. Therefore 𝒗𝒄𝟏,𝑮𝟏 = 𝟎. 
It was also possible to calculate the velocity of Gear 2 at contact point 𝑐2 from known angular 
velocities: 
𝒗𝒄𝟐,𝑮𝟐 = 𝝎4 × 𝒓𝑶𝟏𝑶𝟐 + 𝝎2 × 𝒓𝑶𝟐𝒄𝟐 (34) 
 Where 𝒓𝟏𝟐 was the radius vector from point 𝑂1 to point 𝑂2 and 𝒓𝟐𝒄𝟐 was the radius vector from 
point 𝑂2 to point 𝑐2. 
The cross products were rewritten as matrix products of the form: 






𝝎 = 𝑹𝒊𝝎 (35) 
Allowing Equations 33a and 33b to be rewritten as: 
𝑹𝑺𝒄𝟏𝝎𝑺 = −𝒗𝑺 = 𝒗𝟏 (36a) 
𝑹𝑺𝒄𝟐𝝎𝑺 = 𝒗𝒄𝟐,𝑮𝟐 − 𝒗𝑺 = 𝒗𝟐 (36b) 
Where 𝑹𝑺𝒄𝟏 and 𝑹𝑺𝒄𝟐 were 3x3 matrices in the form described in Equation 35 above. 




𝑹𝝎𝑺 = 𝒗 (37) 
Where 𝑹 = [
𝑹𝑺𝒄𝟏
𝑹𝑺𝒄𝟐




As 𝑹 and 𝒗 were defined by known values and the chosen contact points, the only unknown was 
𝝎𝑩. This resulted in three unknowns for a total of six equations, an overdetermined system. 
Logically, it can be seen that the term 𝒗 − 𝑹𝝎𝑺 represented the error of the system, or the difference 
in sphere and gear velocities at both contact points. Therefore, minimizing this term determined the 
minimum velocity difference for a pair of selected contact points. 
As detailed by Selesnick (2013), minimizing the error of the overdetermined system of Equation 




2 → 𝝎𝑺 = (𝑹
𝑇𝑹)−1𝑹𝑇𝒗 (38) 
This method was used to determine the 𝝎𝑩 that would minimize the sliding velocity (error) for a 
selected pair of contact points. This allowed the calculation of sliding velocity error for any possible pair 
combination of contact points across the gear cam surfaces. 
𝒗𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  𝒗 − 𝑹𝝎𝑺 (39) 
As the least squares solution calculated 𝝎𝑺 to minimize the sliding velocity for any pair of contact 
points, it is theoretically possible that any of these pairs could have 𝒗𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 that approaches zero. Therefore, 
any pair of contact points have the potential to be rolling without slipping points for the sphere. 
With the calculated 𝝎𝑺, The sliding velocity itself was more specifically calculated as the 
difference between sphere and gear velocities at contact point 2: 
𝒗𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒 = 𝒗𝒄𝟐,𝑺𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 − 𝒗𝒄𝟐,𝑮𝒆𝒂𝒓 (40) 




To evaluate and compare the sliding velocity at a number of chosen contact points, a MATLAB 
script was written to determine the exact magnitude of 𝒗𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒 for a configurable number of contact point 
pairs at a point in time or multiple points in time. Utilizing this script, it was possible to evaluate all possible 
pairs of contact points at a chosen instant; or evaluate a specific set of contact points (such as those 
determined from the pitch sphere method) over time. This code can be found in Appendix B.4. 
3.4.2. PRESSURE ANGLE 
When considering the selection of a pair of contact points, the pressure angle was also vital. The 
pressure angle between two bodies is the angle between the direction of applied force and the direction of 
motion. In the case of gears, this would be the angle between the vector normal to the tooth face and the 
vector tangent to the pitch circle, as shown in Figure 24 (AGMA, 2005).  
 
Figure 24: Pressure angle of gear tooth (AGMA, 2005) 
This angle, denoted here as 𝛼, dictates the proportion between the components of applied force 𝐹𝐴. 
The component tangential to the direction of motion will be equal to 𝐹𝐴 ∗ cos (𝛼), while the component 
perpendicular to the direction of motion will be equal to 𝐹𝐴 ∗ sin (𝛼). It is clear that the smaller the angle, 
the larger the tangential force component will be. Since this is the component that provides torque 




In this system, the pressure angle was defined as the angle between the vectors 𝒓𝒄𝟐𝑺 and 𝒓𝑺𝒄𝟏, from 
contact point 𝑐2 to roller center S and roller center S to contact points 𝑐1, respectively as illustrated in Figure 
25.  
 
Figure 25: Diagram of one roller component. This figure includes one roller (green sphere) marked with 
key points, roller path (gray dotted curve), center velocity (red arrow) contact arcs (white), and contact 
radius vectors (gray arrows). 
For each potential contact point pair, the radius vectors were: 
𝒓𝑪𝟐𝑺 = 𝑺 − 𝒄𝟐 and 𝒓𝑺𝑪𝟏 = 𝒄𝟏 − 𝑺 
The pressure angle 𝛼  between the two vectors 𝒓𝑪𝟐𝑺 and 𝒓𝑺𝑪𝟏 was calculated through the relation: 
tan𝛼 =
‖𝒓𝑪𝟐𝑺  × 𝒓𝑺𝑪𝟏‖
𝒓𝑪𝟐𝑺  ∙ 𝒓𝑺𝑪𝟏
 
(41) 
Applying this relation to the two radius vectors, the pressure angle between the two was found. 




which would be beneficial for future kinetostatic analysis of the sphere. In order to satisfy equilibrium of 
forces, the forces on a two-force member must be equal as well as opposite, simplifying future calculations 
(Hibbeler, 2015). 
The pressure angle between potential pairs of contact points served as a third point of comparison. 
Pairs with a pressure angle of zero or close to zero were deemed closer to the ideal due to the more efficient 
force transmission and potential to be a two-force member. 
3.4.3 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The three criteria outlined above serve as a basis for the selection of contact points for a GMT 
system. When selecting contact points from potential contact arcs, each pair of points was evaluated 
according to all three of the described criteria. Ideally, contact points should fulfill all three criteria, being 
on the pitch sphere with zero sliding velocity and zero pressure angle. 
In addition to these three main criteria, additional constraints were imposed to “smooth” the curve 
of potential contact points. In order to minimize the distance between contact points at adjacent time steps, 
only contact points close to those of the previous time step were considered. This closeness was quantified 
by calculating the angle between the potential contact point’s radius vector and the contact arc midpoint 
radius vector. Since the contact arcs were slices of the continuous cutter surface, the contact arc midpoints 
formed a continuous curve over time, making them suitable as reference points. By tracking this angle and 
ensuring that it varied smoothly (tentatively defined as less than 1 degree) between time steps, a contact 
curve was selected that was continuous over time. 
MATLAB scripts were developed to take all of these criteria into account. Contact points could be 




angle; then the selected contact points were evaluated to see how well they fulfilled the remaining two 
criteria. These scripts can be found in Appendix B.3. and Appendix B.4. 
 
4. RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of the GMT system as described above produced the following results: A thorough 
geometric understanding of the GMT and its components. A model that, given the design parameters of a 
desired GMT drive, can define key geometry of the system, and calculate positions and velocities of the 
GMT’s components over time. A methodology for designing a desired GMT system, including gear cam 
surfaces and contact points. These results form a strong foundation for further study of the GMT system, 
such as comparison to the existing GMT designs and more in-depth analysis of the system.  
4.1. EVALUATION OF PATHS & SURFACES 
The calculated coordinates of the roller center paths were compared to CJMCO’s roller center paths 
along one lobe. In addition to the coordinate values, the total lobe path length was also compared.  
Differences between the two paths were incredibly small. The maximum 3-dimensional distance between 
calculated points and CJMCO points was 0.00001 inches, with the average difference being less than 10−6 
inches. The difference in path length was also minimal, at 0.00007 inches. This comparison supports the 
accuracy of the computed paths to a very high degree. 
The modelled cam surfaces were also compared to those originally developed by CJMCO. One 
method of comparison was through Siemens NX, where our modelled cam surfaces could be directly 
compared and contrasted with the computer models used by CJMCO. An example of this is displayed in 
Figure 26, which shows one comparison of the stator cam surfaces. This case displays the effect of contact 




Though, as stated above, there was a very small difference between calculated our roller paths and 
the paths used by CJMCO, the comparison in Figure 26 shows a larger difference between the two sets of 
cam surfaces. This is due to the crowning of the surfaces. In order to crown the cam surfaces, a slightly 
larger cutter was used. The center point of this larger cutter was offset from the roller center paths so that 
the contact points were not affected; thus, the selection of contact points affected the path travelled by the 
larger cutter. In this case, the contacts points used in the UConn model were different from those used by 
CJMCO, resulting in the differences seen below. 
 
Figure 26: Comparison of modelled stator cam surface with CJMCO surface 
4.2. FORCE ANALYSIS 
The next step in this study of the GMT system was a partial force analysis of the transmission’s 
components. Using the data acquired from the geometric and kinematic analysis described above, free-body 
diagrams were developed for the GMT’s major components, which included the stator, arm, nutator, and 





Figure 27: Full GMT system with labelled components and forces 
In Figure 27 it can be seen that there are many forces and moment/torques acting on the GMT 
system. These include the reaction forces 𝑹𝐢 and torques 𝑻𝐢 on each component 𝑖; the roller forces 𝑭𝟑𝒊 and 
𝑭𝟒𝒋, where i = the number of rollers represented by Gear 3 and j = the number of rollers represented by 




Several assumptions were made to simplify the system for an initial force analysis. As can be seen 
in Figure 27, the reaction forces and moments were placed at the gear center points, while in reality they 
would be located at the points where the components are attached to the housing. The spherical rollers were 
assumed to transmit forces directly between components, though this is likely not the case in the actual 
system. Finally, all roller forces in one set were assumed to all have the same magnitude; 𝑓3 for the rollers 
represent by Gear 3, or 𝑓4 for the rollers represented by Gear 4. These assumptions were very rough, even 
inaccurate, but they enabled the completion of a rudimentary force analysis for the rotor component (Gear 
5) with free-body diagram set up as depicted below in Figure 28. 
 
Figure 28: Rotor free-body diagram 
Here, a coordinate frame was established and a force and moment balance was performed to begin 
the work toward a more accurate and comprehensive analysis. The unknowns in this system were: the roller 
forces 𝑭𝟒𝒋 = 𝑓4 ∗ ?̂?𝒋, which all had equal magnitude 𝑓4 but differing directions ?̂?𝒋; the reaction forces 𝑹𝟓, 




moment) components, as the rotor was free to rotate about the z-axis. The force/moment balance was 
performed in terms of the output torque, which was a known value from the design parameters. 
Force balance equations were established. 












Where 𝐿4 was the number of rollers represented by Gear 4. 
Similarly, moment balance equations were also set up. 












Here 𝑴𝟒𝒋 = 𝒓𝟒𝒋 × 𝑭𝟒𝒋, and 𝒓𝟒𝒋 was the vector from the origin to contact point j. Therefore  𝑴𝟒𝒋 
could be rewritten as 𝑴𝟒𝒋 = 𝒓𝟒𝒋 × (𝑓4 ∗ ?̂?𝒋) = 𝑓4 ∗ (𝒓𝟒𝒋 × ?̂?𝒋) 
With a total of 6 unknowns and 6 equations, the forces and torques on the rotor were all defined. 
For example, Equation 31 can be rewritten to: 







Where (𝒓𝟒𝒋 × ?̂?𝒋)𝑧
 was the z-component of the total moment 𝑴𝟒𝒋. This is equivalent to: 
𝑓4 =
−𝑇𝑂




Providing the magnitude 𝑓4 of each roller force in terms of the output torque 𝑻𝑶. Here, the negative 
sign in the numerator simply denoted which the operation of the system. A positive torque (with respect to 
frame 5) would result in a negative roller force, or a force on the rollers from the rotor. In other words, the 
system would be operating in “reverse” with the rotor as the driving element and the rollers as the driven 
element. This would make the GMT act as a speed increaser rather than a speed reducer. Similarly, a 
negative torque (with respect to frame 5) would mean that the system was operating with rollers as driving 
elements and rotor as driven element; in other words, as a speed reducer. 
Specific values for 𝒓𝟒𝒋 and ?̂?𝒋 were acquired from the previous modelling of the GMT system. For 
instance, contact points were determined using the pitch sphere method favored by CJMCO, then the 
corresponding contact point locations (𝒓𝟒𝒋) and force directions (?̂?𝒋) were calculated and plugged in. Using 
these values gave a ratio of: 
𝑓4
𝑇𝑂
= −1.2574 ∗ 1014 
This extremely high ratio was due to the sum ∑ 𝑀4𝑗,𝑧
𝐿4
𝑗=1 . Some of these roller moments 𝑀4𝑗,𝑧 were 
positive and others negative, with the total sum being very close to zero. This indicated that the contact 
points acquired from the pitch sphere method came very close to balancing the torque about the rotor’s z-
axis. 
Once the roller force magnitude 𝑓4 was known, the reaction forces and moments could be 
calculated. So could the sum of the roller forces or moments on the rotor. Again using the previously 




∑𝐹4,𝑥 = −3.2003 ∗ 10
−15 ∗ 𝑓4 
∑𝐹4,𝑦 = 7.6586 ∗ 𝑓4 
∑𝐹4,𝑧 = 23.3613 ∗ 𝑓4 
These results indicated that while the roller forces were balanced in the x-direction, they were not 
in the y- or z- directions. These net forces would need to be equaled by the reaction forces 𝑹𝟓. 
The total moments on the rotor from the rollers were calculated in terms of 𝑓4 to be: 
∑𝑀4,𝑥 = 1.2716 ∗ 𝑓4 
∑𝑀4,𝑦 = −3.0533 ∗ 10
−15 ∗ 𝑓4 
∑𝑀4,𝑧 = 7.9532 ∗ 10
−15 ∗ 𝑓4 
It was clear that while the roller moments were almost balanced in the y- and z-directions, they 
were not as evenly balanced in the x-direction. This net moment would need to be equaled by the reaction 
torque 𝑇5,x. 
This rough force and moment analysis of the rotor component provided several interesting results. 
The magnitude of the roller forces was determined to be very high relative to the known output torque, and 
the net forces and moments from the rollers were computed for one set of selected contact points. If these 
results are accurate, then even low output torques would result in a large force from the rollers, specifically, 
the net roller forces in the axial z direction and the planar y direction, and the net roller moment about the 




placing the bearings at that point under considerable load and potentially causing problems within the 
system. 
However, with the assumptions made during the setup of this force analysis, these results are not 
an accurate reflection of the system. The most prominent of these was the assumption that all roller forces 
in one set were of equal magnitude, but pointed in different directions (the directions of the vectors from 
roller center to contact point). This assumption is most likely inaccurate, but was used to enable at least a 
rough idea of the forces on the system. A more accurate analysis would require accurately determining the 
specific contact force magnitudes. However, this is not a simple task, due to several of the GMT’s 
components being in statically indeterminate systems. 
In a statically indeterminate (or hyperstatic) system, a body possesses more unknown loadings than 
equilibrium equations used to solve them (Hibbeler, 2015). The amount by which the number of unknowns 
exceeds the number of available equations is known as static indeterminacy. For example, a table with four 
legs placed on a surface possesses four reaction forces, one from each leg, but only three equilibrium 
equations. Therefore, it has a static indeterminacy of one. Similarly, the many roller forces exceed the 
number of equilibrium equations available for a component of the GMT, for example the rotor. To solve a 
statically indeterminate system, additional equations are often acquired from deformation and compatibility 
conditions (Hibbeler, 2015). However, since the degree of static indeterminacy is so high, these methods 
may prove inefficient for solving the forces on the GMT. Another option to estimate accurate force 
distribution would be to map the stiffness and deflection at every contact point through methods such as 
finite element analysis, which would provide an idea of the relationship between contact force magnitudes. 





The Gearless Mechanical Transmission is a system with enormous potential, being at an advantage 
over geared drives in many ways. The complex nature of the system made this analysis a challenging and 
fascinating project, and the data and methodology described in this report are only a small portion of the 
knowledge to be gained from this device. 
Our modelling, analysis, and design of the GMT is a new addition to the field of mechanical 
engineering. While geared transmissions have been analyzed kinematically, and other gearless systems 
have been designed, a combined analysis and design procedure of this type of gearless transmission system 
did not exist prior to this study. By developing a model of the drive directly from kinematic principles, this 
study was able to analyze the drive’s motion as well as build a methodology for designing similar 
transmissions using only desired input parameters. This is a valuable achievement because the basic model 
described in this paper is essentially an alternative to gears as a method of motion transmission. While not 
applicable to every situation, sets of cam surfaces and rollers have the potential to provide the function of 
gears without several of their disadvantages. The model developed in this study can serve as a template, 
providing a procedure to design and evaluate them for any ratio or size. This information will surely benefit 
future design and production of not only GMT drives, but other gearless systems. In fact, the study has 
already yielded information on the current GMT design process used by the Carlyle Johnson Machine 
Company. 
Through analyzing the motion of the drive’s components, some progress was made towards 
evaluating the source of error within the existing CJMCO device. One potential source of error was thought 
to be incorrect design of the roller paths currently used to design the GMT . However, when CJMCO’s 
roller paths were compared with the paths computed in this analysis, the difference between the two was 
on the order of 10−6 inches, a value smaller than a typical manufacturing tolerance. This low difference 




The data acquired from the geometric and kinematic analysis described above also provides many 
of the vital components for future analysis. The calculated positions, velocities, and orientations of the 
various components will aid in the construction of free-body diagrams for force analysis, such as the rough 
analysis of the rotor component described above. Similarly, the analytically determined cam surfaces and 
contact points, as well as the ability to generate new surfaces and points, will also benefit later work. As 
these surfaces and points dictate the direction of force transmission between rollers and gears, they will aid 
in the assembly of more elaborate force models. In addition, the analytical surfaces and contacts can be 
compared to measurements of other existing GMT system or used to develop models such as the NX surface 
model. The MATLAB codes developed to analyze the system can also be built upon and utilized in the 
future, such as adding force analysis to the existing methodology. The ability of the methodology and 
scripted tools to analytically design and modify GMT systems is sure to be useful in the future optimization 
of the transmission. In addition, the NX models of the cam surfaces can be used for more detailed 
comparisons with CJMCO’s models and physical prototype, and will benefit further computer-assisted 
study such as a finite element analysis.  
On the whole, the results from this analysis are a unique kinematic and geometric model of the 
GMT system; a methodology for design, analysis, and evaluation of similar systems; and a strong base for 
further study. Potential future steps include dynamic analysis, finite element analysis, optimization, design 
change recommendations, and eventually a fully functional redesigned GMT device. Deeper understanding 
and further analysis of the cam-and-roller system should facilitate the development of a family of devices 
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APPENDIX A: TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout this paper, gearing terminology is used to refer to the Gearless Mechanical 
Transmission and its components. Though this may seem contradictory, the use of this existing terminology 
is appropriate due to the high similarity between the performance of the GMT and a geared system. While 
the GMT’s components are not gears, concepts such as number of teeth/lobes and gear ratios are very 
applicable when modelling them. Below is a summary of relevant gearing terminology and how these terms 
relate to the GMT. 
Gears are defined by the American Gear Manufacturers Association as “machine elements that 
transmit motion by means of successively engaging teeth” (AGMA, 2005). From this definition, it is 
apparent that the motion-transmitting components of the GMT are not gears, as they do not employ teeth. 
Though a more proper term could be “cams”, in this paper, these components were deemed “gears” for 
convenience and clarity. For a list of “gear” components, see Table 1. 
In gearing, the number of teeth or threads over a gear’s circumference is customarily denoted by 
the symbol 𝑁. However, in place of gear teeth, the GMT’s components instead utilize a series of designed 
cam surfaces and rolling spherical rollers through which force is transmitted. These sets of spherical rollers 
in fact act as a third “gear” in between each pair of cams. The ratio of number of lobes on the cam surfaces 
to number of rollers dictates the shafts’ rotation speed ratio, making the lobes and rollers analogous to the 
teeth on a gear. This number of lobes or spheres for each component was designated 𝐿. For instance, the 
number of lobes on Gear 1 would be 𝐿1. 
The gear ratio for a pair of gears is the ratio between the number of gear teeth, or in the case of 
the GMT, lobes/rollers. This ratio between gears i and j was designated 𝑚𝑖𝑗. For instance, the gear ratio 










The gear axis, or axis of rotation, is the axis about which a gear rotates. The GMT’s stator, nutator, 
and rotor elements each rotate about axes of rotation. The stator and rotor’s axes of rotation are both aligned 
with a single axis, designated the main axis of rotation. Meanwhile, the nutator element rotates about an 
axis at an angle to this main axis of rotation. 
The GMT’s nutation point, designated point N, is the point at which the nutator’s axis of rotation 
intersects the main axis of rotation. 
Important planes for a gear or set of gears include: 
An axial plane, defined as any plane containing the gear’s axis and a given point. 
The plane of axes, defined as the plane containing the axes of two gears, which may be parallel or 
intersecting. 
A plane of rotation or gear plane, defined as any plane normal to the gear’s axis. 
The pitch surfaces of two mated gears are the imaginary surfaces on which they roll without 
slipping. These can be planes, cylinders, or cones. In the case of the GMT’s gears, the pitch surfaces are 
pitch cones. Because the velocity ratio between any pair of gears in the GMT is constant, these pitch cones 
are always circular. 
The pitch circle of a gear is the imaginary circle that rolls without slipping on the pitch circle of a 
mating gear. It is created by the intersection of a gear’s pitch cone and a plane of rotation. 
The pitch point of a pair of gears is the shared tangent point of their pitch circles. At this point, the 
gears’ velocities should match. 
The pitch sphere of the GMT is the imaginary sphere on which the roller centers are located. This 
pitch sphere is centered at the nutation point, and has radius 𝑟𝑁. The pure rolling contact points between 




A gear blank is the work piece used for the manufacture of a gear, prior to the machining of the 
cam surfaces (AGMA, 2005). 
The design parameters of the GMT system were the values that outlined the drive’s desired 
characteristics. These parameters acted as inputs for the design and analysis of the GMT, and are collected 
below in Table 3. Given these input parameters, a methodology was developed to calculate and model the 
geometry and kinematics of the GMT. 
Table 3: Design Parameters 
Parameter Symbol 
Number of lobes/rollers for gear 𝑖 𝐿𝑖 




Angle of nutating axis 𝛽𝑁 
Radius of rollers from nutation point 𝑟𝑁 
 
APPENDIX B: MATLAB CODE 
B.1. GEOMETRY, VELOCITIES 





R1 = 4.5/2; %radius of gear 1 (stator) 
R2 = 5.5/2; %radius of gear 2 (nutator) 
RN = 3.2; %radius of pitch roller 
RB = 0.375/2;%radius of rollers 
RC = 10/(25.4*2);%radius of cutter 
b12 = (2.125)*2*pi/360; %angle between gear 1-2 axes = nutation angle 




s12 = sin(b12); 
b13 = b12/2; %angle between gear 1-3 axes 
c13 = cos(b13); 
s13 = sin(b13); 
lob1 = 22; % # of lobes on gear 1 
lob2 = 24; % # of lobes on gear 2 
lob3 = 23; % # of rollers on roller 3 
  
%Number of points 
np = 501; 
  
%Input 
w1 = 1; %angular velocity of gear 1 
A1 = .7686; %Pitch radius A1 input (chosen to minimize offset to CJM paths) 
  
%Set up Eqns for geometry 
syms dN1 dN2 dN3 B1 B3 C3 C2 A2 
eqn1 = A2/A1 == lob2/lob1; 
eqn4 = C2/C3 == lob2/lob3; 
eqn2 = A1 - A2*c12 + dN2*s12 == 0; 
eqn3 = dN1 - A2*s12 - dN2*c12 == 0; 
eqn5 = B1 - B3*c13 + dN3*s13 == 0; 
eqn6 = -B3*s13 - dN3*c13 + dN1 == 0; 
eqn7 = C2*s12 - C3*s13 - dN3*c13 + dN2*c12 == 0; 
eqn8 = C2*c12 - C3*c13 + dN3*s13 - dN2*s12 == 0; 
  
%Solve 
sol = solve([eqn1, eqn2, eqn3, eqn4, eqn5, eqn6, eqn7, eqn8], [dN1, dN2, dN3, 
A2, B1, B3, C2, C3]); 
dN1 = double(sol.dN1);  
dN3 = double(sol.dN3); 
dN2 = double(sol.dN2); 
A2 = double(sol.A2); 
B1 = double(sol.B1); 
B3 = double(sol.B3); 
C2 = double(sol.C2); 
C3 = double(sol.C3); 
  
%radius of roller centers/collar 3 
RS = sqrt(RN^2-dN3^2); 
%Apex of gear blank "cones" 
z_cone1 = -(2.4333/tand(90-37.732) + dN1 - 1.856); 
z_cone2 = -(2.7569/tand(90-34.404) + dN2 - 1.858); 
  
%Transformations between frames 1, 2, 3, N (fixed to arm) 
T_N1 = [1 0 0 0; %To 4 (Q) from 1 
        0 1 0 0; 
        0 0 1 dN1; 
        0 0 0 1]; 
T_1N = inv(T_N1); 
T_2N = [1 0 0 0; %To 2 from 4 (Q) 
        0 c12 s12 0; 
        0 -s12 c12 -dN2; 
        0 0 0 1]; 




T_3N = [1 0 0 0; %To 3 from 5 (P) 
        0 c13 s13 0; 
        0 -s13 c13 -dN3; 
        0 0 0 1]; 
T_N3 = inv(T_3N); 
T_12 = T_1N*T_N2; 
T_13 = T_1N*T_N3; 
T_21 = T_2N*T_N1; 
T_23 = T_21*T_13; 
  
%GEAR 1     
  
%Points to plot for gear 1 and 3 (colored centers and circles for reference) 
th0 = linspace(0,2*pi,100); 
G1 = zeros(4,100); 
G2 = zeros(4,100); 
G3 = zeros(4,100); 
G1_1 = zeros(4,100); 
G2_2 = zeros(4,100); 
G3_3 = zeros(4,100); 
for j = 1:100 
    T_c = [cos(th0(j)) -sin(th0(j)) 0 0; 
         sin(th0(j)) cos(th0(j)) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
    G1(:,j) = [0; 
         R1; 
         0; 
         1]; 
    G2(:,j) = [0; 
         R2; 
         0; 
         1]; 
    G3(:,j) = [0; 
         RS; 
         0; 
         1]; 
    O_1 = [0;0;0;1]; %Origin 1 in system 1 
    G1_1(:,j) = T_c\G1(:,j); %Gear Circles 
    G2_2(:,j) = T_c\G2(:,j);   
    G3_3(:,j) = T_c\G3(:,j);      
end 
G2_1 = T_12*G2_2; %Gear 2 circle in system 1 
G3_1 = T_13*G3_3; %Gear 3 circle in system 1 
O2_1 = T_12*O_1; %Origin 2 in system 1 
O3_1 = T_13*O_1; %Origin 3 in system 1 
  
%Time setup 
period = (2*pi)*23/22; %period for 1 lobe (gear 1 or gear 2) 
t_in = linspace(0,period,np); %time array 
tstep = t_in(2); %time step 
w2 = (A1/A2)*w1; %Angular velocity of gear 2 
w3 = (B1/B3)*w1; %Angular velocity  of gear 3 
th1 = w1*t_in; %Rotation of gear 1 




th3 = w3*t_in; %Rotation of gear 3 
  
%Continuous curve of roller centers 
syms t 
%Roller location on frame 3p 
S_3p = [0; 
        -RS; 
        0];     
%Time-dependent transformations between frames (arm-fixed) to prime frames 
(gear-fixed) 
T_1p1_t = [cos(w1*t) sin(w1*t) 0 0; %To 1prime from 1 
         -sin(w1*t) cos(w1*t) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
T_11p_t = inv(T_1p1_t); 
T_2p2_t = [cos(w2*t) sin(w2*t) 0 0; %To 2prime from 2 
         -sin(w2*t) cos(w2*t) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
T_22p_t = inv(T_2p2_t); 
T_3p3_t = [cos(w3*t) sin(w3*t) 0 0; %To 3prime from 3 
         -sin(w3*t) cos(w3*t) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
T_33p_t = inv(T_3p3_t); 
%Get symbolic matrix equations in frames 1 and 2 
S1_t = T_1p1_t*T_1N*T_N3*T_33p_t*[S_3p;1]; 
S2_t = T_2p2_t*T_2N*T_N3*T_33p_t*[S_3p;1]; 
%Get symbolic equations for x-y-z coords in frames 1 and 2 
S1x(t) = vpa(S1_t(1),5); 
S1y(t) = vpa(S1_t(2),5); 
S1z(t) = vpa(S1_t(3),5); 
S2x(t) = vpa(S2_t(1),5); 
S2y(t) = vpa(S2_t(2),5); 
S2z(t) = vpa(S2_t(3),5); 
%Caluculate velocity vector functions 
vel1(t) = [diff(S1x,t);diff(S1y,t);diff(S1z,t)]; 
vel2(t) = [diff(S2x,t);diff(S2y,t);diff(S2z,t)]; 
  
%Plot gear circles (for visualization) 
figure %All in system 1prime 
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hold on 
grid on 
plot3(G1_1(1,1:100),G1_1(2,1:100),G1_1(3,1:100),'r'); %Plot Gear 1 in system 
1prime 
% PG2 = plot3(G2_1(1,1:100),G2_1(2,1:100),G2_1(3,1:100),'b');  %Plot Gear 2 




PG3 = plot3(G3_1(1,1:100),G3_1(2,1:100),G3_1(3,1:100),'g'); %Plot Gear 3 in 
system 1prime 
PO2 = plot3(O2_1(1),O2_1(2),O2_1(3),'bo'); %Plot Origin 2 in system 1prime 
PO3 = plot3(O3_1(1),O3_1(2),O3_1(3),'go'); %Plot Origin 3 in system 1prime 
%Initial setup for roller 
PS_1p = plot3(0,0,0,'k','MarkerSize',1);  %Plot roller 1 center in system 
1prime 
PSb_1p = plot3(0,0,0,'k');  %Plot roller 1 body in system 1prime 
  
%array/matrix Setup 
S_3p = zeros(3,np); 
S_1 = zeros(4,np); 
S_1p = zeros(4,np); 
S_2 = zeros(4,np); 
S_2p = zeros(4,np); 
S_3 = zeros(4,np); 
S_N = zeros(4,np); 
S_N = zeros(4,np); 
T_1p1 = zeros(4,4,np); 
T_3p3 = zeros(4,4,np); 
T_2p2 = zeros(4,4,np); 
for i = 1:np    
%Transformations between frames (arm-fixed) to prime frames (gear-fixed) 
T_1p1(:,:,i) = [cos(th1(i)) sin(th1(i)) 0 0; %To 1prime from 1 
         -sin(th1(i)) cos(th1(i)) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
T_11p(:,:,i) = inv(T_1p1(:,:,i)); 
T_2p2(:,:,i) = [cos(th2(i)) sin(th2(i)) 0 0; %To 2prime from 2 
         -sin(th2(i)) cos(th2(i)) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
T_22p(:,:,i) = inv(T_2p2(:,:,i)); 
T_3p3(:,:,i) = [cos(th3(i)) sin(th3(i)) 0 0; %To 3prime from 3 
         -sin(th3(i)) cos(th3(i)) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
T_33p(:,:,i) = inv(T_3p3(:,:,i)); 
        
%roller 1 coordinates in 3prime (fixed to Gear 3) frame 
S_3p = [0; 
        -RS; 
        0];     
S_3(:,i) = T_33p(:,:,i)*[S_3p;1]; %roller 1 center in system 3 
S_N(:,i) = T_N3*S_3(:,i); %roller 1 center in system 5 
S_1(:,i) = T_1N*S_N(:,i); %roller 1 center in system 1 
S_1p(:,i) = T_1p1(:,:,i)*S_1(:,i); %roller 1 center in system 1prime 
S_2(:,i) = T_2N*S_N(:,i); %roller 1 center in system 2 
S_2p(:,i) = T_2p2(:,:,i)*S_2(:,i); %roller 1 center in system 2prime 
  
%Gear circles updated 
G2_1p = T_1p1(:,:,i)*G2_1; %Updated gear 2 in system 1prime 
G3_1p = T_1p1(:,:,i)*G3_1; %Updated gear 3 in system 1prime 
O2_1p = T_1p1(:,:,i)*O2_1; %Updated origin 2 in system 1prime 




%Delete and plot updated gear circles 
%delete(PG2) 
%PG2 = plot3(G2_1p(1,1:100),G2_1p(2,1:100),G2_1p(3,1:100),'b'); %Plot updated 
gear 2 in system 1prime 
delete(PG3) 
PG3 = plot3(G3_1p(1,1:100),G3_1p(2,1:100),G3_1p(3,1:100),'g'); %Plot updated 
gear 3 in system 1prime 
delete(PO2) 
% PO2 = plot3(O2_1p(1),O2_1p(2),O2_1p(3),'bo'); %Plot updated origin 2 in 
system 1prime 
delete(PO3) 
% PO3 = plot3(O3_1p(1),O3_1p(2),O3_1p(3),'go'); %Plot updated origin 3 in 
system 1prime 
%Delete and plot updated roller 
delete(PSb_1p) 
PS_1p = plot3(S_1p(1,i),S_1p(2,i),S_1p(3,i),'ko','MarkerSize',1); %Plot 
updated roller center in system 1prime 
PSb_1p = plot3(S_1p(1,i),S_1p(2,i),S_1p(3,i),'ko'); %Plot updated roller body 
in system 1prime 
  
% pause(period/np/1000) % UNCOMMENT FOR ANIMATION 
end 
%Plot roller center curve over 2 periods (should match points) 
fplot3(S1x(t),S1y(t),S1z(t),[0 period*2]) 
  
%GEAR 2     
  
G3_2 = T_23*G3_3; %Gear 3 circle in system 2 
O2_2 = O_1; %Origin 2 in system 2 
O3_2 = T_23*O_1; %Origin 3 in system 2 
%Plot in system 2prime (fixed to gear 2) 
figure  
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hold on 
grid on 
plot3(G2_2(1,1:100),G2_2(2,1:100),G2_2(3,1:100),'b'); %Plot Gear 2 in system 
2prime 
PG3 = plot3(G3_2(1,1:100),G3_2(2,1:100),G3_2(3,1:100),'g'); %Plot Gear 3 in 
system 1prime 
% PO2 = plot3(O2_2(1),O2_2(2),O2_2(3),'bo'); %Plot Origin 2 in system 2prime 
% PO3 = plot3(O3_2(1),O3_2(2),O3_2(3),'go'); %Plot Origin 3 in system 2prime 
%Initial setup for roller 
PS_2p = plot3(0,0,0,'ko','MarkerSize',1);  %Plot roller 1 center in system 
1prime 
PSb_2p = plot3(0,0,0,'ko');  %Plot roller 1 body in system 1prime 
  
for i = 1:np    




G3_2p = T_2p2(:,:,i)*G3_2; %Updated gear 3 in system 2prime 
delete(PG3) 
PG3 = plot3(G3_2p(1,1:100),G3_2p(2,1:100),G3_2p(3,1:100),'g'); %Plot updated 
gear 3 in system 2prime 
%Delete and plot updated roller 
delete(PSb_2p) 
PS_2p = plot3(S_2p(1,i),S_2p(2,i),S_2p(3,i),'ko','MarkerSize',1); %Plot 
updated roller center in system 2prime 
PSb_2p = plot3(S_2p(1,i),S_2p(2,i),S_2p(3,i),'ko'); %Plot updated roller body 
in system 2prime 
  
% pause(period/np/1000) % UNCOMMENT FOR ANIMATION 
end 





%Roller velocity in 1prime 
vS_1p = zeros(3,np); 
for i = 1:np 
    T_1p3 = T_1p1(:,:,i)*T_13; 
    R_1p3 = T_1p3(1:3,1:3); 
    w4_1p = -w1*[0;0;1]; 
    O3_1p = T_1p3*[0;0;0;1]; 
    w3_1p = w3*R_1p3*[0;0;1] - w1*[0;0;1]; 
    r3_1p = S_1p(:,i) - O3_1p; 
    vS_1p(:,i) = cross(w4_1p(1:3),O3_1p(1:3)) + cross(w3_1p(1:3),r3_1p(1:3)); 
end 
  
%Roller velocity in 2prime 
vS_2p = zeros(3,np); 
for i = 1:np 
    T_2p3 = T_2p2(:,:,i)*T_23; 
    R_2p3 = T_2p3(1:3,1:3); 
    w4_2p = -w2*[0;0;1]; 
    O3_2p = T_2p3*[0;0;0;1]; 
    w3_2p = w3*R_2p3*[0;0;1] - w2*[0;0;1]; 
    r3_2p = S_2p(:,i) - O3_2p; 





%Compare Velocities to symbolic curve tangents 
vScomp = zeros(1,np); 
%Frame 1p 
for i = 2:np-1 
    vel1_t(:,i) = vel1(t_in(i)); 
    vScomp(1,i) = norm(vel1_t(:,i)-vS_1p(:,i)); 
end 
%Average angle between calculated velocity and symbolic tangent/velocity 
vcom = mean(vScomp(2:np-1)); 
%Frame 2p 




for i = 2:np-1 
    vel2_t(:,i) = vel2(t_in(i)); 
    vS2comp(1,i) = norm(vel2_t(:,i)-vS_2p(:,i)); 
end 
%Average angle between calculated velocity and symbolic tangent/velocity 
vcom2 = mean(vS2comp(2:np-1)); 
  
%Compare directions of relative velocity (to gears 1 and 2) vectors in system 
1prime 
svel1 = zeros(3,np); 
svel2 = zeros(3,np); 
vang = zeros(1,np); 
for i = 1:np 
   svel1(:,i) = vS_1p(:,i); 
   %Transform velocity relative to gear 2 into 1prime system 
   svel2(:,i) = T_1p1(1:3,1:3,i)*T_12(1:3,1:3)*T_22p(1:3,1:3,i)*vS_2p(:,i); 
   %Calculate angle between velocity vectors 
   vang(i) = f_vangle(svel1(:,i),svel2(:,i)); 
end 
%Average angle difference in radians (minus pi because vectors point in 
opposite directions) 
vangmean = mean(vang)-pi; 
  
%Check that roller centers are always 3.2 inches from pitch point N 
for i = 1:np 
   Srad(i) = norm(S_N(1:3,i));  
end 
 
B.2A. SURFACES, CONTACT ARCS, PITCH SPHERE CONTACTS (GEAR 1) 
%Step 2a: Calculate Cutter Circles/Contact surface arcs/Possible contact 
point arcs/Pitch Sphere Contact pairs (Gear 1) 
syms x y z 
  
%Calculate vector and transformation to 1prime from roller coord system 
%Array Setup 
R_1pS1 = zeros(3,3,np); 
T_1pS1 = zeros(4,4,np); 
v1_1p = zeros(3,np); 
tht = zeros(3,np); 
cos_tht = zeros(1,np); 
w = zeros(3,np); 
w_hat = zeros(3,3,np); 
pt1a_1p = zeros(4,np); 
pt1b_1p = zeros(4,np); 
z1_1p = [0;0;1]; 
  
%Set up + solve equations for cutter circle (sphere+plane), gear blank 
(cone), and pitch sphere 
for i = 1:np 




    v1_1p(1:3,i) = vS_1p(:,i)/norm(vS_1p(:,i));%Unit vector in velocity 
direction 
    %Rotation vector 
    w(1:3,i) = cross(z1_1p,v1_1p(1:3,i)); 
    w(1:3,i)= w(1:3,i)/norm(w(1:3,i)); 
    w_hat(:,:,i)= f_skew(w(1:3,i)); 
    %Rotation angle 
    cos_tht(i)=dot(z1_1p,v1_1p(1:3,i))/norm(z1_1p)/norm(v1_1p(1:3,i)); 
    tht(i)=atan2(norm(cross(z1_1p,v1_1p(1:3,i))),dot(z1_1p,v1_1p(1:3,i))); 
    %Rotation matrix, Rodrigues formula 
    R_1pS1(:,:,i)=eye(3,3)+w_hat(:,:,i)*sin(tht(i))+w_hat(:,:,i)^2*(1-
cos(tht(i))); 
    T_1pS1(:,:,i) = [R_1pS1(:,:,i),S_1p(1:3,i);0 0 0 1]; 
  
%Set up Eqns for surfaces     
  
    %Plane normal to velocity 
    F1 = vS_1p(1,i)*(x - S_1p(1,i)) + vS_1p(2,i)*(y - S_1p(2,i)) + 
vS_1p(3,i)*(z - S_1p(3,i)); 
    %Sphere at roller center with roller radius 
    F2 = (x - S_1p(1,i))^2 + (y - S_1p(2,i))^2 + (z - S_1p(3,i))^2 - RB^2; 
    %gear blank cone 
    F3 = sqrt(x^2+y^2)/tand(90-37.732) - (z - z_cone1); 
    %pitch sphere 
    F4 = x^2 + y^2 + (z + dN1)^2 - RN^2; 
  
%Soln eqns for cutter circle (velocity normal plane + roller sphere) and  
%gear blank to get contact arc endpoints  
    solU = solve(F1,F2,F3); 
    solx = double(solU.x); 
    solx = solx(solx == real(solx)); 
    soly = double(solU.y); 
    soly = soly(soly == real(soly)); 
    solz = double(solU.z); 
    solz = solz(solz == real(solz)); 
%Define contact arc endpoints     
    pt1a_1p(:,i) = [solx(1);soly(1);solz(1);1]; 
    pt1b_1p(:,i) = [solx(2);soly(2);solz(2);1]; 
  
%Soln eqns for cutter circle (velocity normal plane + roller sphere) and 
%pitch sphere to get gear 1 contact points by cjm method 
    solCJM = solve(F1,F2,F4); 
    solxCJM = double(solCJM.x); 
    solxCJM = solxCJM(solxCJM == real(solxCJM)); 
    solyCJM = double(solCJM.y); 
    solyCJM = solyCJM(solyCJM == real(solyCJM)); 
    solzCJM = double(solCJM.z); 
    solzCJM = solzCJM(solzCJM == real(solzCJM)); 
%Define CJM contact points       
    CJMc1_1p(:,i) = [solxCJM(2);solyCJM(2);solzCJM(2);1]; 
end 
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B.2B. SURFACES, CONTACT ARCS, PITCH SPHERE CONTACTS (GEAR 2) 
%Step 2b: Calculate Cutter Circles/Contact surface arcs/Possible contact 
point arcs (Gear 2) 
syms x y z 
%Create reference circle for plotting 
  
%Calculate vector and transformation to 2prime from roller coord system 
%Array Setup 
R_2pS2 = zeros(3,3,np); 
T_2pS2 = zeros(4,4,np); 
z2_2p = zeros(3,np); 
v2_2p = zeros(3,np); 
tht = zeros(3,np); 
cos_tht = zeros(1,np); 
w = zeros(3,np); 
w_hat = zeros(3,3,np); 
pt2a_2p = zeros(4,np); 
pt2b_2p = zeros(4,np); 
z2_2p = [0;0;1]; 
  
%Set up + solve equations for cutter circle (sphere+plane), gear blank 
(cone), and pitch sphere 
for i = 1:np 
    %Set up roller (S) coordinate system 
    v2_2p(1:3,i) = vS_2p(1:3,i)/norm(vS_2p(1:3,i));%Unit vector in velocity 
direction 
    %Rotation vector 
    w(1:3,i) = cross(z2_2p,v2_2p(1:3,i)); 
    w(1:3,i)= w(1:3,i)/norm(w(1:3,i)); 
    w_hat(:,:,i )= f_skew(w(1:3,i)); 
    %Rotation angle 
    cos_tht(i)=dot(z2_2p,v2_2p(1:3,i))/norm(z2_2p)/norm(v2_2p(1:3,i)); 
    tht(i)=atan2(norm(cross(z2_2p,v2_2p(1:3,i))),dot(z2_2p,v2_2p(1:3,i))); 
    %Rotation matrix, Rodrigues formula 
    R_2pS2(:,:,i)=eye(3,3)+w_hat(:,:,i)*sin(tht(i))+w_hat(:,:,i)^2*(1-
cos(tht(i))); 
    T_2pS2(:,:,i) = [R_2pS2(:,:,i),S_2p(1:3,i);0 0 0 1]; 
      
%Set up Eqns for roller/blank surfaces 
  
    %Plane normal to velocity 
    F1 = vS_2p(1,i)*(x - S_2p(1,i)) + vS_2p(2,i)*(y - S_2p(2,i)) + 




    %Sphere at roller center with roller radius 
    F2 = (x - S_2p(1,i))^2 + (y - S_2p(2,i))^2 + (z - S_2p(3,i))^2 - RB^2; 
    %gear blank cone 
    F3 = sqrt(x^2+y^2)/tand(90-34.404) - (z - z_cone2); 
    %pitch sphere 
    F4 = x^2 + y^2 + (z + dN2)^2 - RN^2; 
  
%Soln eqns for cutter circle (velocity normal plane + roller sphere) and  
%gear blank to get contact arc endpoints  
    solUC2 = solve(F1,F2,F3); 
    solx = double(solUC2.x); 
    solx = solx(solx == real(solx)); 
    soly = double(solUC2.y); 
    soly = soly(soly == real(soly)); 
    solz = double(solUC2.z); 
    solz = solz(solz == real(solz)); 
%Define contact arc endpoints       
    T_1p2p(:,:,i) = T_1p1(:,:,i)*T_12*T_22p(:,:,i); 
    pt2a_2p(:,i) = [solx(1);soly(1);solz(1);1]; 
    pt2a_1p(:,i) = T_1p2p(:,:,i)*pt2a_2p(:,i); 
    pt2b_2p(:,i) = [solx(2);soly(2);solz(2);1]; 
    pt2b_1p(:,i) = T_1p2p(:,:,i)*pt2b_2p(:,i); 
     
%Soln eqns for cutter circle (velocity normal plane + roller sphere) and 
%pitch sphere to get gear 1 contact points by cjm method     
    solCJM = solve(F1,F2,F4); 
    solxCJM = double(solCJM.x); 
    solxCJM = solxCJM(solxCJM == real(solxCJM)); 
    solyCJM = double(solCJM.y); 
    solyCJM = solyCJM(solyCJM == real(solyCJM)); 
    solzCJM = double(solCJM.z); 
    solzCJM = solzCJM(solzCJM == real(solzCJM)); 
%Define CJM contact points       
    CJMc2_2p(:,i) = [solxCJM(1);solyCJM(1);solzCJM(1);1]; 
    CJMc2_1p(:,i) = T_1p2p(:,:,i)*CJMc2_2p(:,i); 
end 
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B.3A. MINIMUM PRESSURE ANGLE CONTACTS 






it = 200; %number of points on contact arcs 
rng = 5*(pi/180); %restrict contact points to a certain angle from arc 
midpoints 
J1 = 108;%initial choice of contact 1 
K1 = 108;%initial choice of contact 2 
  
%Array setup 
cp1_1p = zeros(3,it); 
cp2_1p = zeros(3,it); 
  
r_S1a = zeros(3,np); 
r_S1b = zeros(3,np); 
r_S2a = zeros(3,np); 
r_S2b = zeros(3,np); 
angrange_1 = zeros(1,np); 
angrange_2 = zeros(1,np); 
dang1 = zeros(1,np); 
dang2 = zeros(1,np); 
rax1 = zeros(3,np); 
rax2 = zeros(3,np); 
R_ang1 = zeros(3,3,np); 
R_ang2 = zeros(3,3,np); 
  
minr_Sc1 = zeros(3,np); 
minr_Sc2 = zeros(3,np); 
minc1_1p = zeros(3,np); 
minc2_1p = zeros(3,np); 
minc2_2p = zeros(4,np); 
  
r1_1p = zeros(3,it); 
r2_1p = zeros(3,it); 
  
minpts = zeros(2,np); 
ang_c1c2 = zeros(1,np); 
  
r_c1S = zeros(3,it); 
r_c2S = zeros(3,it); 
  
adifs = zeros(it,it,np); 
  
%Define contact points along previously computed contact arcs 
for st = 1:np     
%center-arc endpoint radii 
r_S1a(:,st) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S1b(:,st) = pt1b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2a(:,st) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2b(:,st) = pt2b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
%angle range between arc endpoints 
angrange_1(st) = f_vangle(r_S1b(:,st),r_S1a(:,st)); 
angrange_2(st) = f_vangle(r_S2a(:,st),r_S2b(:,st)); 
%angle between points on contact arcs 
dang1(st) = angrange_1(st)/(it-1); 




%limit choice of contact points to within certain number of steps from arc 
midpoints 
rng1(st) = rng/dang1(st); 
rng2(st) = rng/dang2(st); 
  





%angles to rotate to get to contact point st from from endpoint 1 
rth1 = dang1(st); 
rth2 = dang2(st); 
u1 = rax1(1,st); 
u2 = rax1(2,st); 
u3 = rax1(3,st); 
v1 = rax2(1,st); 
v2 = rax2(2,st); 
v3 = rax2(3,st); 
%Rotation matrices between contact endpoints/current contact points 
R_ang1(:,:,st) = [cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u1^2 u1*u2*(1-cos(rth1))-
u3*sin(rth1) u1*u3*(1-cos(rth1))+u2*sin(rth1); 
                  u2*u1*(1-cos(rth1))+u3*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-
cos(rth1))*u2^2 u2*u3*(1-cos(rth1))-u1*sin(rth1); 
                  u3*u1*(1-cos(rth1))-u2*sin(rth1) u3*u2*(1-
cos(rth1))+u1*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u3^2]; 
R_ang2(:,:,st) = [cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v1^2 v1*v2*(1-cos(rth2))-
v3*sin(rth2) v1*v3*(1-cos(rth2))+v2*sin(rth2); 
                  v2*v1*(1-cos(rth2))+v3*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-
cos(rth2))*v2^2 v2*v3*(1-cos(rth2))-v1*sin(rth2); 
                  v3*v1*(1-cos(rth2))-v2*sin(rth2) v3*v2*(1-
cos(rth2))+v1*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v3^2]; 
    
%Initial contact point/contact arc endpoint 1 
    r1_1p(:,1) = r_S1a(:,st); 
    cp1_1p(:,1) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st); 
    r2_1p(:,1) = r_S2a(:,st); 
    cp2_1p(:,1) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st); 
%Contact 1 points and radii 
for j = 2:it %c1 index 
    r1_1p(:,j) = R_ang1(:,:,st)*r1_1p(:,j-1); 
    cp1_1p(:,j) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r1_1p(:,j); 
end 
%Contact 2 points and radii 
for k = 2:it %c2 index 
    r2_1p(:,k) = R_ang2(:,:,st)*r2_1p(:,k-1); 
    cp2_1p(:,k) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r2_1p(:,k); 
end 
%check that final contact points/radii line up with contact arc endpoint 2 
r1chk(st) = norm(r2_1p(:,it)-r_S2b(:,st)); 
r2chk(st) = norm(r1_1p(:,it)-r_S1b(:,st)); 
c1chk(st) = norm(cp1_1p(1:3,it)-pt1b_1p(1:3,st)); 
c2chk(st) = norm(cp2_1p(1:3,it)-pt2b_1p(1:3,st)); 
  




r_Sc1mid(:,st) = r1_1p(:,it/2); 
r_Sc2mid(:,st) = r2_1p(:,it/2); 
  
%Setup     
achk = 100*ones(it,it); 
%only look at contact points adjacent to previous choice, for contact curve 
continuity 
for j = (J1-1):(J1+1)%c1 index 
for k = (K1-1):(K1+1)%c2 index 
    %Contact-center radii 
    r_c1S(:,j) = S_1p(1:3,st) - cp1_1p(1:3,j); 
    r_c2S(:,k) = S_1p(1:3,st) - cp2_1p(1:3,k); 
  
%Set potential contact points outside of range to high angle values to avoid 
consideration     
if abs(j-it/2)>rng1(st) || abs(k-it/2)>rng2(st) 
    achk(j,k) = 100; 
else 
    %achk is the angle between the chosen pair of contact points (radians) 
    achk(j,k) = abs(f_vangle(-r_c1S(:,j),-r_c2S(:,k))-pi); 
end 
         
end 
end 
    mina = min(achk(:)); %find minimum angle 
    [J1,K1] = find(achk==mina); %set chosen contact points to minimum angle 
pair 
    adifs(:,:,st) = achk; %save angle matrix 
     
    %Set chosen contact points 
    minpts(:,st) = [J1;K1]; 
    minc1_1p(:,st) = cp1_1p(:,minpts(1,st)); 
    minc2_1p(:,st) = cp2_1p(:,minpts(2,st)); 
    minc2_2p(:,st) = inv(T_1p2p(:,:,st))*[minc2_1p(:,st);1]; 
    %Calculate corresponding radii 
    minr_Sc1(:,st) = minc1_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    minr_Sc2(:,st) = minc2_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    %Calculate corresponding angle 




for st = (np+3)/2:np 
     
    r1_1p(:,1) = r_S1a(:,st); 
    cp1_1p(:,1) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st); 
    r2_1p(:,1) = r_S2a(:,st); 
    cp2_1p(:,1) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st); 
for j = 2:it %c1 index 
    r1_1p(:,j) = R_ang1(:,:,st)*r1_1p(:,j-1); 
    cp1_1p(:,j) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r1_1p(:,j); 
end 
for k = 2:it %c2 index 
    r2_1p(:,k) = R_ang2(:,:,st)*r2_1p(:,k-1); 





     
J2 = minpts(1,s+1-st); 
K2 = minpts(2,s+1-st); 
minpts(:,st) = [J2;K2]; 
  
    minc1_1p(:,st) = cp1_1p(:,minpts(1,st)); 
    minc2_1p(:,st) = cp2_1p(:,minpts(2,st)); 
    minc2_2p(:,st) = inv(T_1p2p(:,:,st))*[minc2_1p(:,st);1]; 
    minr_Sc1(:,st) = minc1_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    minr_Sc2(:,st) = minc2_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    ang_c1c2(:,st) = abs(f_vangle(minr_Sc1(:,st),minr_Sc2(:,st))-pi); 
     
end 
  
%maximum pressure angle over time (degrees) 
maxtst = max(ang_c1c2)*180/pi; 
B.3B. SMOOTHED MINIMUM PRESSURE ANGLE CONTACTS 




ang_c1mid = zeros(1,s); 
ang_c2mid = zeros(1,s); 
r_S1a = zeros(3,s); 
r_S1b = zeros(3,s); 
r_S2a = zeros(3,s); 
r_S2b = zeros(3,s); 
angrange_1 = zeros(1,s); 
angrange_2 = zeros(1,s); 
rax1 = zeros(3,s); 
rax2 = zeros(3,s); 
minR1 = zeros(3,3,s); 
minR2 = zeros(3,3,s); 
minr1_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minc1_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minr1cut_1p = zeros(3,s); 
mincut1_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minr2_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minc2_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minc2_2p = zeros(4,s); 
minr2_2p = zeros(3,s); 
minr2cut_2p = zeros(3,s); 
mincut2_2p = zeros(3,s); 
conang = zeros(1,s); 
  
%angle between chosen contact point to contact arc midpoint (point 50/100) 
for st = 1:s 
    ang_c1mid(:,st) = dang1(st)*(minpts(1,st)-it/2);%Angle step size * # of 
steps 








%Select several points from previous chosen contact 1 points 
xc1a = [1 91 125 209 502-209 502-125 502-91 501]; 
yc1a = ang_c1mid(xc1a); 
%Fit smooth spline between them, giving continuous angle from contact arc 
midpoint 
xxc1a = 1:1:np; 
yyc1a = spline(xc1a,[0 yc1a 0],xxc1a); 
  
%plot old/new contact point 1 angles from midpoint 
% figure 
% plot(xxc1a,ang_c1mid) 
% hold on 
% plot(xxc1a,yyc1a) 
% % plot(xxc1,yyc1b) 
% title('Gear 1 Contact Point-Arc Midpoint Angle') 
% xlabel('Time step') 
% ylabel('Angle from Center (rad)') 




%Select several points from previous chosen contact 2 points 
xc2a = xc1a; 
yc2a = ang_c2mid(xc2a); 
%Fit smooth spline between them, giving continuous angle from contact arc 
midpoint 
xxc2a = 1:1:np; 
yyc2a = spline(xc2a,[0 yc2a 0],xxc2a); 
  
%plot old/new contact point 2 angles from midpoint 
% figure 
% plot(xxc2a,ang_c2mid) 
% hold on 
% plot(xxc2a,yyc2a) 
% % plot(xxc2,yyc2b) 
% title('Gear 2 Contact Point-Arc Midpoint Angle') 
% xlabel('Time step') 
% ylabel('Angle from Center (rad)') 
% grid on 
  
%Calculate angle between contact point radii with new contact points 
for st = 1:s 
%locations of arc endpoints 
r_S1a(:,st) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S1b(:,st) = pt1b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2a(:,st) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2b(:,st) = pt2b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
  








%angles of rotation for rotation matrix 
rth1 = yyc1a(st); 
rth2 = yyc2a(st); 
u1 = rax1(1,st); 
u2 = rax1(2,st); 
u3 = rax1(3,st); 
v1 = rax2(1,st); 
v2 = rax2(2,st); 
v3 = rax2(3,st); 
%Rotation matrices 
minR1(:,:,st) = [cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u1^2 u1*u2*(1-cos(rth1))-
u3*sin(rth1) u1*u3*(1-cos(rth1))+u2*sin(rth1); 
                  u2*u1*(1-cos(rth1))+u3*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-
cos(rth1))*u2^2 u2*u3*(1-cos(rth1))-u1*sin(rth1); 
                  u3*u1*(1-cos(rth1))-u2*sin(rth1) u3*u2*(1-
cos(rth1))+u1*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u3^2]; 
minR2(:,:,st) = [cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v1^2 v1*v2*(1-cos(rth2))-
v3*sin(rth2) v1*v3*(1-cos(rth2))+v2*sin(rth2); 
                  v2*v1*(1-cos(rth2))+v3*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-
cos(rth2))*v2^2 v2*v3*(1-cos(rth2))-v1*sin(rth2); 
                  v3*v1*(1-cos(rth2))-v2*sin(rth2) v3*v2*(1-
cos(rth2))+v1*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v3^2]; 
%contact point/radii from new selected angles     
   minr1_1p(:,st) = minR1(:,:,st)*r_Sc1mid(:,st); %Contact 1 in system 1prime 
   minc1_1p(:,st) = S_1p(1:3,st) + minr1_1p(:,st); 
   minr2_1p(:,st) = minR2(:,:,st)*r_Sc2mid(:,st);   %Contact 2 in system 
1prime 
   minc2_1p(:,st) = S_1p(1:3,st) + minr2_1p(:,st);  
   minc2_2p(:,st) = inv(T_1p2p(:,:,st))*[minc2_1p(:,st);1];  %Contact 2 in 
system 2prime 
   minr2_2p(:,st) = minc2_2p(1:3,st) - S_2p(1:3,st); 
%Cutter offset radius from new contact points    
   minr1cut_1p(:,st) = RC*minr1_1p(:,st)/norm(minr1_1p(:,st));    
   mincut1_1p(:,st) = minc1_1p(:,st) - minr1cut_1p(:,st); 
   minr2cut_2p(:,st) = RC*minr2_2p(:,st)/norm(minr2_2p(:,st));    
   mincut2_2p(:,st) = minc2_2p(1:3,st) - minr2cut_2p(:,st); 
    
   %angle between new contact point radii (radians) 
   conang(:,st) = abs(f_vangle(minr1_1p(:,st),minr2_1p(:,st))-pi); 
   %angle between cjm contact point radii (radians) 
   CJMr1_1p(:,st) = CJMc1_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
   CJMr2_1p(:,st) = CJMc2_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
   CJMconang(:,st) = abs(f_vangle(CJMr1_1p(:,st),CJMr2_1p(:,st))-pi); 
    
   %Distance from nutation point to contacts 
   rNc1(st) = norm(minc1_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1])-3.2; 
   rNc2(st) = norm(minc2_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1])-3.2; 
   %Distance from nutation point to CJM contacts (should be = 3.2) 
   rNc1_CJM(st) = norm(CJMc1_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1]); 
   rNc2_CJM(st) = norm(CJMc2_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1]); 
       
   % vector perpendicular to both radii vectors 




   % angle between calculated roller center velocity and mutual perp. vector 
   normang(:,st) = f_vangle(vS_1p(1:3,st),norm_c1c2(:,st)); 
    
end 
  
%max pressure angle over time (degrees) 
maxtst = max(conang)*180/pi  
  






title('Contact Radius Angle') 
xlabel('Time step') 
ylabel('Angle Between Radius Vectors (rad)') 
grid on 
legend('UConn Contacts','CJM Contacts') 
B.4A. MINIMUM SLIDING VELOCITY CONTACTS 
%Step 4a: Select contact points with minimum sliding velocity 
  
%setup 
it = 200; %Number of potential contact points on each contact arc (more = 
longer run time) 
rng = 5*(pi/180); %restrict contact points to a certain angle from arc 
midpoints 
%Starting contact point indices 
J1 = 100; 
K1 = 101; 
  
T_1p2 =zeros(4,4,np); 
R_1p2 = zeros(3,3,np); 
O2_1p = zeros(4,np); 
w2_1p = zeros(3,np); 
  
minc1_1p = zeros(3,np); 
minc2_1p = zeros(3,np); 
minv_c2_g = zeros(3,np); 
minv_c2_s = zeros(3,np); 
  
cp1_1p = zeros(3,it); 
cp2_1p = zeros(3,it); 
wb_1p = zeros(3,it,it); 
v_c2_s = zeros(3,it,it); 
v_c2_g = zeros(3,it); 
vchk = zeros(it,it); 
  
r_S1a = zeros(3,np); 
r_S1b = zeros(3,np); 




r_S2b = zeros(3,np); 
angrange_1 = zeros(1,np); 
angrange_2 = zeros(1,np); 
dang1 = zeros(1,np); 
dang2 = zeros(1,np); 
rax1 = zeros(3,np); 
rax2 = zeros(3,np); 
R_ang1 = zeros(3,3,np); 
R_ang2 = zeros(3,3,np); 
  
r1_1p = zeros(3,it); 
r2_1p = zeros(3,it); 
  
minpts = zeros(2,np); 
mindifs = zeros(1,np); 
vdifs = zeros(it,it,np); 
vchk_min = zeros(1,np); 
ang_c1c2 = zeros(1,np); 
  
r_c1S = zeros(3,it); 
r_c2S = zeros(3,it); 
H1 = zeros(3,3,it); 
H2 = zeros(3,3,it); 
H = zeros(6,3,it); 
l1 = zeros(3,1); 
l2 = zeros(3,it); 
l = zeros(6,it); 
Hdet = zeros(it,it); 
  
wb_mid = zeros(3,s); 
  
for st = 1:s %Time step range 
%center-arc endpoint radii 
r_S1a(:,st) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S1b(:,st) = pt1b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2a(:,st) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2b(:,st) = pt2b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
%angle range between arc endpoints 
angrange_1(st) = f_vangle(r_S1b(:,st),r_S1a(:,st)); 
angrange_2(st) = f_vangle(r_S2a(:,st),r_S2b(:,st)); 
%angle between points on contact arcs 
dang1(st) = angrange_1(st)/(it-1); 
dang2(st) = angrange_2(st)/(it-1); 
%limit choice of contact points to within certain number of steps from arc 
midpoints 
rng1(st) = rng/dang1(st); 
rng2(st) = rng/dang2(st); 
  





%angles to rotate to get to contact point st from from endpoint 1 




rth2 = dang2(st); 
u1 = rax1(1,st); 
u2 = rax1(2,st); 
u3 = rax1(3,st); 
v1 = rax2(1,st); 
v2 = rax2(2,st); 
v3 = rax2(3,st); 
%Rotation matrices between contact endpoints/current contact points 
R_ang1(:,:,st) = [cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u1^2 u1*u2*(1-cos(rth1))-
u3*sin(rth1) u1*u3*(1-cos(rth1))+u2*sin(rth1); 
                  u2*u1*(1-cos(rth1))+u3*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-
cos(rth1))*u2^2 u2*u3*(1-cos(rth1))-u1*sin(rth1); 
                  u3*u1*(1-cos(rth1))-u2*sin(rth1) u3*u2*(1-
cos(rth1))+u1*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u3^2]; 
R_ang2(:,:,st) = [cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v1^2 v1*v2*(1-cos(rth2))-
v3*sin(rth2) v1*v3*(1-cos(rth2))+v2*sin(rth2); 
                  v2*v1*(1-cos(rth2))+v3*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-
cos(rth2))*v2^2 v2*v3*(1-cos(rth2))-v1*sin(rth2); 
                  v3*v1*(1-cos(rth2))-v2*sin(rth2) v3*v2*(1-
cos(rth2))+v1*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v3^2]; 
    
%Initial contact point/contact arc endpoint 1 
    r1_1p(:,1) = r_S1a(:,st); 
    cp1_1p(:,1) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st); 
    r2_1p(:,1) = r_S2a(:,st); 
    cp2_1p(:,1) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st); 
%Contact 1 points and radii 
for j = 2:it %c1 index 
    r1_1p(:,j) = R_ang1(:,:,st)*r1_1p(:,j-1); 
    cp1_1p(:,j) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r1_1p(:,j); 
end 
%Contact 2 points and radii 
for k = 2:it %c2 index 
    r2_1p(:,k) = R_ang2(:,:,st)*r2_1p(:,k-1); 
    cp2_1p(:,k) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r2_1p(:,k); 
end 
%check that final contact points/radii line up with contact arc endpoint 2 
r1chk(st) = norm(r2_1p(:,it)-r_S2b(:,st)); 
r2chk(st) = norm(r1_1p(:,it)-r_S1b(:,st)); 
c1chk(st) = norm(cp1_1p(1:3,it)-pt1b_1p(1:3,st)); 
c2chk(st) = norm(cp2_1p(1:3,it)-pt2b_1p(1:3,st)); 
  
%Contact arc midpoints 
r_Sc1mid(:,st) = r1_1p(:,it/2); 
r_Sc2mid(:,st) = r2_1p(:,it/2); 
  
%Convert origin + ang vel to frame 1prime 
T_1p2(:,:,st) = T_1p1(:,:,st)*T_12; 
R_1p2(:,:,st) = T_1p2(1:3,1:3,st); 
O2_1p(:,st) = T_1p2(:,:,st)*[0;0;0;1]; 
w2_1p(:,st) = a2*R_1p2(:,:,st)*[0;0;1] - a1*[0;0;1]; 
    






vchk = 100*ones(it,it); 
%only look at contact points adjacent to previous choice, for contact curve 
continuity 
for j = (J1-1):(J1+1)%c1 index 
for k = (K1-1):(K1+1)%c2 index 
     
%Set potential contact points outside of range to high angle values to avoid 
consideration     
if abs(j-it/2)>rng1(st) || abs(k-it/2)>rng2(st) 
    vchk(j,k) = 100; 
else     
    %Least squares method: Solves for w_b that results in minimum sliding 
velocity  
    r_c1S(:,j) = S_1p(1:3,st) - cp1_1p(1:3,j);%contact-center radii 
    r_c2S(:,k) = S_1p(1:3,st) - cp2_1p(1:3,k); 
    %cross product matrices from radii 
    H1(:,:,j) = [0 r_c1S(3,j) -r_c1S(2,j);-r_c1S(3,j) 0 r_c1S(1,j);r_c1S(2,j) 
-r_c1S(1,j) 0]; 
    H2(:,:,k) = [0 r_c2S(3,k) -r_c2S(2,k);-r_c2S(3,k) 0 r_c2S(1,k);r_c2S(2,k) 
-r_c2S(1,k) 0]; 
    H(:,:,j,k) = [H1(:,:,j);H2(:,:,k)]; 
    %velocity vector, using ball center and contact 2 velocities 
    l1(:) = vS_1p(:,st); 
    %v_ball should equal v_gear at contact 2 
    v_c2_g(:,k) = cross(w4_1p(1:3),O2_1p(1:3,st)) + 
cross(w2_1p(1:3,st),cp2_1p(1:3,k)-O2_1p(1:3,st)); 
    l2(:,k) = vS_1p(:,st) - v_c2_g(:,k); 
    l(:,k) = [l1(:);l2(:,k)]; 
    %calculate wb 
    Hdet(j,k,st) = det(H(:,:,j,k)'*H(:,:,j,k)); 
    wb_1p(:,j,k) = (H(:,:,j,k)'*H(:,:,j,k))\H(:,:,j,k)'*l(:,k); 
    %angle between wb and ball center vel. 
    wb_ang(:,j,k) = f_vangle(wb_1p(:,j,k),vS_1p(:,st)); 
     
    %calc sphere vel at contact 2 
    v_c2_s(:,j,k) = vS_1p(:,st) + cross(wb_1p(:,j,k),-r_c2S(:,k)); 
    %check through least squares error term 
    vchk(j,k) = norm(H(:,:,j,k)*wb_1p(:,j,k) - l(:,k)); 
    %check through sphere/gear vels at gear 2     
  
    %angle between contact point radii 
    achk(j,k) = abs(f_vangle(r_c1S(:,j),r_c2S(:,k))-pi); 
end 
     
end 
end 
%find minimum (sliding velocity or pressure angle) contact points 
    minv = min(vchk(:));%finds min. sliding velocity 
    [J1,K1] = find(vchk==minv); %searches for contact pair with min. sliding 
velocity 
% can also set J1, K1 to constants for continuous contact points 
  
    %find various value for chosen minimum contact point pairs 




    mindifs(st) = norm(v_c2_g(1:3,J1) - v_c2_s(1:3,J1,K1));%minimum sliding 
vel 
    vdifs(:,:,st) = vchk; 
    vchk_min(st) = vchk(J1,K1); 
     
    %save contacts and radii 
    minpts(:,st) = [J1;K1]; 
    minc1_1p(:,st) = cp1_1p(:,minpts(1,st)); 
    minc2_1p(:,st) = cp2_1p(:,minpts(2,st)); 
    minv_c2_g(:,st) = v_c2_g(1:3,minpts(2,st)); 
    minv_c2_s(:,st) = v_c2_s(1:3,minpts(1,st),minpts(2,st)); 
    minr_Sc1 = minc1_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    minr_Sc2 = minc2_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 




for st = (s+3)/2:s 
     
    r1_1p(:,1) = r_S1a(:,st); 
    cp1_1p(:,1) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st); 
    r2_1p(:,1) = r_S2a(:,st); 
    cp2_1p(:,1) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st); 
for j = 2:it %c1 index 
    r1_1p(:,j) = R_ang1(:,:,st)*r1_1p(:,j-1); 
    cp1_1p(:,j) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r1_1p(:,j); 
end 
for k = 2:it %c2 index 
    r2_1p(:,k) = R_ang2(:,:,st)*r2_1p(:,k-1); 
    cp2_1p(:,k) = S_1p(1:3,st) + r2_1p(:,k); 
end 
     
J2 = minpts(1,s+1-st); 
K2 = minpts(2,s+1-st); 
minpts(:,st) = [J2;K2]; 
  
    minc1_1p(:,st) = cp1_1p(:,minpts(1,st)); 
    minc2_1p(:,st) = cp2_1p(:,minpts(2,st)); 
    minc2_2p(:,st) = inv(T_1p2p(:,:,st))*[minc2_1p(:,st);1]; 
    minr_Sc1(:,st) = minc1_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    minr_Sc2(:,st) = minc2_1p(1:3,st)-S_1p(1:3,st); 
    ang_c1c2(:,st) = abs(f_vangle(minr_Sc1(:,st),minr_Sc2(:,st))-pi); 
end 
  
%Maximum sliding velocity over time 
maxslid = max(vchk_min(:,1:251)) 
 
B.4B. SMOOTHED MINIMUM SLIDING VELOCITY CONTACTS 







ang_c1mid = zeros(1,s); 
ang_c2mid = zeros(1,s); 
r_S1a = zeros(3,s); 
r_S1b = zeros(3,s); 
r_S2a = zeros(3,s); 
r_S2b = zeros(3,s); 
angrange_1 = zeros(1,s); 
angrange_2 = zeros(1,s); 
rax1 = zeros(3,s); 
rax2 = zeros(3,s); 
minR1 = zeros(3,3,s); 
minR2 = zeros(3,3,s); 
minr1_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minc1_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minr1cut_1p = zeros(3,s); 
mincut1_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minr2_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minc2_1p = zeros(3,s); 
minc2_2p = zeros(4,s); 
minr2_2p = zeros(3,s); 
minr2cut_2p = zeros(3,s); 
mincut2_2p = zeros(3,s); 
conang = zeros(1,s); 
  
%angle between chosen contact point to contact arc midpoint (point 50/100) 
for st = 1:s 
    ang_c1mid(:,st) = dang1(st)*(minpts(1,st)-it/2);%Angle step size * # of 
steps 





%Select several points from previous chosen contact 1 points 
xc1a = [1 130 502-130 501]; 
yc1a = ang_c1mid(xc1a); 
%Fit smooth spline between them, giving continuous angle from contact arc 
midpoint 
xxc1a = 1:1:np; 
yyc1a = spline(xc1a,[0 yc1a 0],xxc1a); 
  
% % plot old/new contact point 1 angles from midpoint 
% figure 
% plot(xxc1a,ang_c1mid) 
% hold on 
% plot(xxc1a,yyc1a) 
% % plot(xxc1,yyc1b) 
% title('Gear 1 Contact Point-Arc Midpoint Angle') 
% xlabel('Time step') 
% ylabel('Angle from Center (rad)') 







%Select several points from previous chosen contact 2 points 
xc2a = [1 136 502-136 501]; 
yc2a = ang_c2mid(xc2a); 
%Fit smooth spline between them, giving continuous angle from contact arc 
midpoint 
xxc2a = 1:1:np; 
yyc2a = spline(xc2a,[0 yc2a 0],xxc2a); 
  
% % plot old/new contact point 2 angles from midpoint 
% figure 
% plot(xxc2a,ang_c2mid) 
% hold on 
% plot(xxc2a,yyc2a) 
% % plot(xxc2,yyc2b) 
% title('Gear 2 Contact Point-Arc Midpoint Angle') 
% xlabel('Time step') 
% ylabel('Angle from Center (rad)') 
% grid on 
  
%Calculate angle between contact point radii with new contact points 
for st = 1:s 
%locations of arc endpoints 
r_S1a(:,st) = pt1a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S1b(:,st) = pt1b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2a(:,st) = pt2a_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
r_S2b(:,st) = pt2b_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
  





%angles of rotation for rotation matrix 
rth1 = yyc1a(st); 
rth2 = yyc2a(st); 
u1 = rax1(1,st); 
u2 = rax1(2,st); 
u3 = rax1(3,st); 
v1 = rax2(1,st); 
v2 = rax2(2,st); 
v3 = rax2(3,st); 
%Rotation matrices 
minR1(:,:,st) = [cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u1^2 u1*u2*(1-cos(rth1))-
u3*sin(rth1) u1*u3*(1-cos(rth1))+u2*sin(rth1); 
                  u2*u1*(1-cos(rth1))+u3*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-
cos(rth1))*u2^2 u2*u3*(1-cos(rth1))-u1*sin(rth1); 
                  u3*u1*(1-cos(rth1))-u2*sin(rth1) u3*u2*(1-
cos(rth1))+u1*sin(rth1) cos(rth1)+(1-cos(rth1))*u3^2]; 
minR2(:,:,st) = [cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v1^2 v1*v2*(1-cos(rth2))-
v3*sin(rth2) v1*v3*(1-cos(rth2))+v2*sin(rth2); 
                  v2*v1*(1-cos(rth2))+v3*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-
cos(rth2))*v2^2 v2*v3*(1-cos(rth2))-v1*sin(rth2); 
                  v3*v1*(1-cos(rth2))-v2*sin(rth2) v3*v2*(1-
cos(rth2))+v1*sin(rth2) cos(rth2)+(1-cos(rth2))*v3^2]; 




   minr1_1p(:,st) = minR1(:,:,st)*r_Sc1mid(:,st); %Contact 1 in system 1prime 
   minc1_1p(:,st) = S_1p(1:3,st) + minr1_1p(:,st); 
   minr2_1p(:,st) = minR2(:,:,st)*r_Sc2mid(:,st);   %Contact 2 in system 
1prime 
   minc2_1p(:,st) = S_1p(1:3,st) + minr2_1p(:,st);  
   minc2_2p(:,st) = inv(T_1p2p(:,:,st))*[minc2_1p(:,st);1];  %Contact 2 in 
system 2prime 
   minr2_2p(:,st) = minc2_2p(1:3,st) - S_2p(1:3,st); 
%Cutter offset radius from new contact points    
   minr1cut_1p(:,st) = RC*minr1_1p(:,st)/norm(minr1_1p(:,st));    
   mincut1_1p(:,st) = minc1_1p(:,st) - minr1cut_1p(:,st); 
   minr2cut_2p(:,st) = RC*minr2_2p(:,st)/norm(minr2_2p(:,st));    
   mincut2_2p(:,st) = minc2_2p(1:3,st) - minr2cut_2p(:,st); 
    
   %angle between new contact point radii (radians) 
   conang(:,st) = abs(f_vangle(minr1_1p(:,st),minr2_1p(:,st))-pi); 
   %angle between cjm contact point radii (radians) 
   CJMr1_1p(:,st) = CJMc1_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
   CJMr2_1p(:,st) = CJMc2_1p(1:3,st) - S_1p(1:3,st); 
   CJMconang(:,st) = abs(f_vangle(CJMr1_1p(:,st),CJMr2_1p(:,st))-pi); 
    
   %Distance from nutation point to contacts 
   rNc1(st) = norm(minc1_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1])-3.2; 
   rNc2(st) = norm(minc2_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1])-3.2; 
   %Distance from nutation point to CJM contacts (should be = 3.2) 
   rNc1_CJM(st) = norm(CJMc1_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1]); 
   rNc2_CJM(st) = norm(CJMc2_1p(1:3,st)+[0;0;dN1]); 
       
   % vector perpendicular to both radii vectors 
   norm_c1c2(:,st) = cross(minr2_1p(:,st),minr1_1p(:,st)); 
   % angle between calculated sphere center velocity and mutual perp. vector 
   normang(:,st) = f_vangle(vS_1p(1:3,st),norm_c1c2(:,st)); 
    
end 
  
maxtst = max(conang)*180/pi %max pressure angle over time (degrees) 
  






title('Contact Radius Angle') 
xlabel('Time step') 
ylabel('Angle Between Radius Vectors (rad)') 
grid on 
legend('UConn Contacts','CJM Contacts') 
B.3C/4C. VELOCITY COMPARISON AT CONTACT 2 





%Velocity comparison of points selected for minimum pressure angle 
for st = 1:s %Time step range 
c1_1p(:,st) = minc1_1p(1:3,st); %set contacts to selected contact points 
c2_1p(:,st) = minc2_1p(1:3,st); 
  
%Solve for w_b, v_c2 (gear and sphere) 
    %Least squares method: Solves for w_b that results in minimum sliding 
velocity  
    r_c1S(:,st) = S_1p(1:3,st) - c1_1p(1:3,st);%contact-to-center radii 
    r_c2S(:,st) = S_1p(1:3,st) - c2_1p(1:3,st); 
    %cross product matrices from radii 
    H1(:,:,st) = [0 r_c1S(3,st) -r_c1S(2,st);-r_c1S(3,st) 0 
r_c1S(1,st);r_c1S(2,st) -r_c1S(1,st) 0]; 
    H2(:,:,st) = [0 r_c2S(3,st) -r_c2S(2,st);-r_c2S(3,st) 0 
r_c2S(1,st);r_c2S(2,st) -r_c2S(1,st) 0]; 
    H(:,:,st) = [H1(:,:,st);H2(:,:,st)]; 
    %velocity vector, using ball center and contact 2 velocities 
    l1(:) = vS_1p(:,st); 
    %v_ball should equal v_gear at contact 2 
    T_1p2(:,:,st) = T_1p1(:,:,st)*T_12; 
    R_1p2(:,:,st) = T_1p2(1:3,1:3,st); 
    O2_1p(:,st) = T_1p2(:,:,st)*[0;0;0;1]; 
    w2_1p(:,st) = a2*R_1p2(:,:,st)*[0;0;1] - a1*[0;0;1]; 
    UC_v_c2_g(:,st) = cross(w4_1p(1:3),O2_1p(1:3,st)) + 
cross(w2_1p(1:3,st),c2_1p(1:3,st)-O2_1p(1:3,st)); 
    l2(:,st) = vS_1p(:,st) - UC_v_c2_g(:,st); 
    l(:,st) = [l1(:);l2(:,st)]; 
    %calculate wb 
    Hdet(:,:,st) = det(H(:,:,st)'*H(:,:,st)); 
    UC_ws_1p(:,st) = (H(:,:,st)'*H(:,:,st))\H(:,:,st)'*l(:,st); 
     
    %calc sphere vel at contact 2 
    UC_v_c2_s(:,st) = vS_1p(:,st) + cross(UC_ws_1p(:,st),-r_c2S(:,st)); 
    UC_vc2smag(st) = norm(UC_v_c2_s(:,st)); 
    UC_vc2gmag(st) = norm(UC_v_c2_g(:,st)); 
     
    %check through least squares error term 
    vchk = norm(H(:,:,st)*UC_ws_1p(:,st) - l(:,st)); 
  
    %find various value for chosen minimum contact point pairs 
    UC_wb(:,st) = UC_ws_1p(:,st); %ang vel of ball 
    UC_vSlide(st) = norm(UC_v_c2_g(1:3,st) - UC_v_c2_s(1:3,st));%minimum 
sliding vel 
%     vdifsUConn(st) = vchk; 
end 
  
%Velocity comparison of points selected by CJM (pitch sphere) 
for st = 1:s %Time step range 
c1_1p(:,st) = CJMc1_1p(1:3,st); %set contacts to selected contact points 
c2_1p(:,st) = CJMc1_1p(1:3,st); 
  
%Solve for w_b, v_c2 (gear and sphere) 
    %Least squares method: Solves for w_b that results in minimum sliding 
velocity  




    r_c2S(:,st) = -S_1p(1:3,st) + c2_1p(1:3,st); 
    %cross product matrices from radii 
    H1(:,:,st) = [0 r_c1S(3,st) -r_c1S(2,st);-r_c1S(3,st) 0 
r_c1S(1,st);r_c1S(2,st) -r_c1S(1,st) 0]; 
    H2(:,:,st) = [0 r_c2S(3,st) -r_c2S(2,st);-r_c2S(3,st) 0 
r_c2S(1,st);r_c2S(2,st) -r_c2S(1,st) 0]; 
    H(:,:,st) = [H1(:,:,st);H2(:,:,st)]; 
    %velocity vector, using ball center and contact 2 velocities 
    l1(:) = -vS_1p(:,st); 
    %v_ball should equal v_gear at contact 2 
    T_1p2(:,:,st) = T_1p1(:,:,st)*T_12; 
    R_1p2(:,:,st) = T_1p2(1:3,1:3,st); 
    O2_1p(:,st) = T_1p2(:,:,st)*[0;0;0;1]; 
    w2_1p(:,st) = a2*R_1p2(:,:,st)*[0;0;1] - a1*[0;0;1]; 
    CJM_v_c2_g(:,st) = cross(w4_1p(1:3),O2_1p(1:3,st)) + 
cross(w2_1p(1:3,st),c2_1p(1:3,st)-O2_1p(1:3,st)); 
    l2(:,st) = -vS_1p(:,st) + CJM_v_c2_g(:,st); 
    l(:,st) = [l1(:);l2(:,st)]; 
    %calculate wb 
    Hdet(:,:,st) = det(H(:,:,st)'*H(:,:,st)); 
    CJM_ws_1p(:,st) = (H(:,:,st)'*H(:,:,st))\H(:,:,st)'*l(:,st); 
     
    %calc sphere vel at contact 2 
    CJM_v_c2_s(:,st) = vS_1p(:,st) + cross(CJM_ws_1p(:,st),-r_c2S(:,st)); 
    CJM_vc2mag(st) = norm(CJM_v_c2_s(:,st)); 
    CJM_vc2smag(st) = norm(CJM_v_c2_s(:,st)); 
    CJM_vc2gmag(st) = norm(CJM_v_c2_g(:,st)); 
%     vchk(j,k) = norm(v_c2_g(1:3,j) - v_c2_s(1:3,j,k)); %check sphere/gear 
vels at gear 2 
    %check through least squares error term 
    vchk = norm(H(:,:,st)*CJM_ws_1p(:,st) - l(:,st)); 
  
    %find various value for chosen minimum contact point pairs 
    CJM_wb(:,st) = CJM_ws_1p(:,st); %ang vel of ball 
    CJM_vSlide(st) = norm(CJM_v_c2_g(1:3,st) - CJM_v_c2_s(1:3,st));%minimum 
sliding vel 
%     vdifsCJMonn(st) = vchk; 
end 
  


















B.5A. PLOT ROLLER DIAGRAM 










%Loop over all time points 
for pt = 1:s%set to a single value for 1 point in time 
%Convert gear 2 values to 1prime coordinate system 
circS2_1p = zeros(4,100); 
for i = 1:100 
    circS2_1p(:,i) = T_1p1(:,:,pt)*T_1N*T_N2*T_22p(:,:,pt)*circS2_2p(:,i,pt); 
end 
% Plot roller center 
plot3(S_1p(1,pt),S_1p(2,pt),S_1p(3,pt),'ko','MarkerSize',5); 
% Plot roller 
r = RB; 
[x,y,z] = sphere; 
p = surf(x*r+S_1p(1,pt), y*r+S_1p(2,pt), z*r+S_1p(3,pt)); 
set(p,'edgecolor','none','facecolor',[.1 .9 .1],'FaceAlpha', 0.1) 










%Reccommended to comment some of the following out to make diagram less busy 
%Plot CJM contact points 
plot3(CJMc1_1p(1,pt),CJMc1_1p(2,pt),CJMc1_1p(3,pt),'k*','MarkerSize',7); 
plot3(CJMc2_1p(1,pt),CJMc2_1p(2,pt),CJMc2_1p(3,pt),'k*','MarkerSize',7); 































%Plot roller path 
plot3(S_1p(1,:),S_1p(2,:),S_1p(3,:),'k'); 
%Plot curves of contact points 
plot3(minc1_1p(1,1:pt),minc1_1p(2,1:pt),minc1_1p(3,1:pt),'r'); 
plot3(minc2_1p(1,1:pt),minc2_1p(2,1:pt),minc2_1p(3,1:pt),'b'); 
B.5B. OUTPUT CJMCO COMPARISON POINTS (GEAR 1) 
%Step 5b: Produce gear center/cutter center/contact points for comparison to 
CJM (GEAR 1) 
  
%Coordinates of 1 lobe for NX/Excel/Plots 
coords1 = [S_1p(1,:); 
           S_1p(2,:); 
           S_1p(3,:)+dN1]; 
coords1_con = [minc1_1p(1,:); 
               minc1_1p(2,:); 
               minc1_1p(3,:)+dN1]; 
coords1_cut = [mincut1_1p(1,:); 
               mincut1_1p(2,:); 
               mincut1_1p(3,:)+dN1]; 
  
%repeat 1 lobe "lob1" times by rotating around center axis 
path = ones(4,np*lob1); 
lobpts = coords1(1:3,:); 
path(1:3,1:np) = lobpts; 
path_con = ones(4,np*lob1); 
lobpts_con = coords1_con(1:3,:); 
path_con(1:3,1:np) = lobpts_con; 
path_cut = ones(4,np*lob1); 
lobpts_cut = coords1_cut(1:3,:); 
path_cut(1:3,1:np) = lobpts_cut; 
path_vel = ones(4,np*lob1); 
path_vel(1:3,1:np) = svel1; 
for i = 1:lob1-1 
    thlob = i*2*pi/lob1; 
    T = [cos(thlob) sin(thlob) 0 0; 




         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
     lobi = T*path(:,1:np); 
     path(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = lobi; 
     lobi_con = T*path_con(:,1:np); 
     path_con(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = lobi_con; 
     lobi_cut = T*path_cut(:,1:np); 
     path_cut(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = lobi_cut; 
     veli = T*path_vel(:,1:np); 
     path_vel(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = veli; 
end 
  
%plot ball center and contact points 
figure 
hold on 










title('Sphere Center Paths- CJM & UConn (Side A- Stator)') 
legend('Sphere Center','Contacts','Start Point','Nutation Point') 
  
%plot cutter center and contact points 
figure 
hold on 









title('Cutter Center and Contact Points (Side A- Stator)') 
legend('Cutter Center','Contacts','Start Point','Nutation Point') 
  
%export coordinates to tab-delineated txt files (good for import into excel) 














B.5C. OUTPUT CJMCO COMPARISON POINTS (GEAR 2) 
%Step 5c: Produce gear center/cutter center/contact points for comparison to 
CJM (GEAR 2) 
  
%Coordinates of 1 lobe for NX/Excel/Plots 
coords2 = [S_2p(1,:); 
           S_2p(2,:); 
           S_2p(3,:)-dQ2]; 
coords2_con = [minc2_2p(1,:); 
               minc2_2p(2,:); 
               minc2_2p(3,:)-dQ2]; 
coords2_cut = [mincut2_2p(1,:); 
               mincut2_2p(2,:); 
               mincut2_2p(3,:)-dQ2]; 
  
%repeat 1 lobe "lob2" times by rotating around center axis 
path2 = ones(4,np*lob2); 
lobpts2 = coords2(1:3,:); 
path2(1:3,1:np) = lobpts2; 
path2_con = ones(4,np*lob2); 
lobpts2_con = coords2_con(1:3,:); 
path2_con(1:3,1:np) = lobpts2_con; 
path2_cut = ones(4,np*lob1); 
lobpts2_cut = coords2_cut(1:3,:); 
path2_cut(1:3,1:np) = lobpts2_cut; 
for i = 1:lob2-1 
    thlob = i*2*pi/lob2; 
    T2 = [cos(thlob) -sin(thlob) 0 0; 
         sin(thlob) cos(thlob) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
     lobi2 = T2*path2(:,1:np); 
     path2(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = lobi2; 
     lobi2_con = T2*path2_con(:,1:np); 
     path2_con(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = lobi2_con; 
     lobi2_cut = T2*path2_cut(:,1:np); 
     path2_cut(:,i*np+1:np*(i+1)) = lobi2_cut; 
end 
for i = 1:np*lob2 
    thmatch = pi/lob2; 
    Tmat = [cos(thmatch) sin(thmatch) 0 0; 
         -sin(thmatch) cos(thmatch) 0 0; 
         0 0 1 0; 
         0 0 0 1]; 
     path2(:,i) = Tmat*path2(:,i); 
     path2_con(:,i) = Tmat*path2_con(:,i); 
     path2_cut(:,i) = Tmat*path2_cut(:,i); 
end 
  
%plot ball center and contact points 
figure 
hold on 













title('Sphere Center and Contact Points (Side A- Nutator)') 
legend('Sphere Center','Contacts','Start Point','Nutation Point') 
  
%plot cutter center and contact points 
figure 
hold on 









title('Cutter Center and Contact Points (Side A- Nutator)') 
legend('Cutter Center','Contacts','Start Point','Nutation Point') 
  
%export coordinates to tab-delineated txt files (good for import into excel) 
SphereCenters_Gear2 = [-path2(3,1:np);path2(1,1:np);-path2(2,1:np)]'; 
dlmwrite('SphereCenters_Gear2.txt',SphereCenters_Gear2,'delimiter','\t','prec
ision',6); 
ContactPoints_Gear2 = [-path2_con(3,1:np);path2_con(1,1:np);-
path2_con(2,1:np)]'; 
dlmwrite('ContactPoints_Gear2.txt',ContactPoints_Gear2,'delimiter','\t','prec
ision',6); 
CutterCenters_Gear2 = [-path2_cut(3,1:np);path2_cut(1,1:np);-
path2_cut(2,1:np)]'; 
dlmwrite('CutterCenters_Gear2.txt',CutterCenters_Gear2,'delimiter','\t','prec
ision',6); 
 
 
 
 
 
